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List of Symbols
System Bases
The first column of the following list shows the symbols used in this text for the physical and mathe-
matical magnitudes. On the second column the meaning of the symbols is described. The dimensional
form of the physical magnitudes with the basic magnitudes Length (L), Mass (M), Time (T), quantity
(N), Intensity (I) and Luminosity (J) are represented on the third column
Symbol Description Dimension
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a′ Tangential induction -
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The growth of world’s population, the growth of energy demand in the developed countries and the
continuous exploitation of resources, lead the humans to look for alternatives to produce electricity
and energy of any kind. One solution is the utilisation of renewable and clean energies. Wind energy
production has increased very rapidly on the last decades and this is thanks to its good yield on the
energy produced per area, the fast pay-back they have and the costs reduction on the development
and construction phases.
Up-scale
Several studies agree that the bigger the turbine is, the cheaper the energy would be, this is because the
increment on development cost and construction of a bigger wind turbine is lower than the increment
in yield of energy, and the economy of a wind power plant improves. From the beginning of the wind
energy industry until now, the diameters of the rotors, the height of the towers and the dimensions of
the generators have been increasing and will likely be increasing in the next years, as figure 1-1 shows
Fig. 1-1: Up scaling source:Clipper Windpower
Offshore Wind Farms
The sea has been considered since many years as a place to put wind turbines because of its flatness
and dense winds. Several studies have found that the usable offshore wind resource in theory exceeds
the total consumption of electricity in Europe [1]. Offshore wind energy is growing rapidly, in 2010
there was a total installed capacity of 3000 MW, a 1,5 % of worldwide wind farm capacity. One
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disadvantage of offshore wind farms is the higher investment and operating costs. Several books
[13] dedicate chapters specially to offshore wind turbines because its special operating loads and
foundations on the sea bottom.
Aeroelastic simulation
This two aforementioned phenomenons brought with them a need of more research and development,
especially trying to reduce the loads on wind turbines and increase the life-cycles.This innovation is
nowadays always tested and simulated with simulation codes that allow the user to do all steps needed
to develop a wind turbine, from the airfoil aerodynamics design to the calculations of blade deflections
in a realistic stochastic turbulent wind field. To perform these simulations three steps need to be taken
into account; the first one is the modelling of the environmental conditions, i.e., the generation of the
wind field, swell, ice, etc.; the second is the modelling of the aerodynamics that will produce the forces
on the wings; to finish the third modelling is the structural dynamics of the wind turbine, including
also the control system and the electrical system.
Windfield modelling
The modelling of the wind field is very important for certifying wind turbines because only with
realistic wind fields is possible to perform fatigue analysis and to estimate the operating life of a
wind turbine, the generation of these fields are based on turbulent models [3] and are built as time
series wind data. Institutions like the IEC (International Electrotechnical Comission) have developed
different load cases with different wind field specifications (gusts, extreme winds, shear wind...)
Aerodynamics modelling
In this part of the simulation the wind field interacts with the different airfoils on the blades and the
aerodynamics play the principle roll, the flow conditions on the rotor blades have to be represented
and the different forces and moments need to be calculated. Nowadays the main used technique
is the Blade Element Momentum theory, which is an iterative algorithm that can calculate the flow
conditions and the aerodynamic forces involved in the process. The usage of new techniques like 3D
numerical flow is not possible due to the big computational effort needed [13].
Modelling of the structural dynamics
The third part of the simulation process for wind turbines is not an specific part of wind turbines,
many methods can be used to compute the structural dynamics of a wind turbine and nowadays the
principle obstacles of big deflections and non-linearity are not a problem anymore since the existing
methods can deal with them. This point is of critical importance when creating a wind turbine aero-
elastic code since the usage of one tecnique or another can yield to very big computational times
[13]. The principle used models are based on multi-body systems combined with modal analysis for
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beam elastic components. This kind of aeroelastic problems makes possible to compute the changing
triangle of velocities when the blades or tower are deflecting.
1.2 Objectives and scope
The main objective of this text, is the validation of a new simulation code for horizontal axis wind
turbines (HAWT) comparing this code with a validated code used widely in the wind energy industry.
First of all, a prior understanding of how an aeroelastic simulation code works is needed; to do so in
this project FAST has been chosen as the comparison tool. In this text, FAST is studied carefully with
help of its documentation to see what can be done with an aeroelastic simulation tool.
To plot the results and work with the data in a comfortable and easy way, Matlab software is used. To
do this task, is it necessary to prepare scripts and functions to read and import FAST output data into
the Matlab environment.
The next step will be to understand and work with vTB code, in this text the version 0.2 of the code
is going to be used. vTB is analysed to see the functions implemented on it. This step will define the
conditions for the simulations and the comparison of the two tools.
The turbine used as a basis model, is a public wind turbine model available for scientific and industry
work, this turbine is implemented in both codes in order to give the same conditions when simulating
and trying to achieve the same results.
All these prior steps are needed to be able to define how the comparison is done and how further can
it go, the comparison is executed in two different ways:
• Analysis: This compares different parts of the codes without performing simulations. This can
be, e.g. , the comparison of different modules, the study of DOFs in each model or the study of
the different methods used by each code.
• Simulations: To validate an aeroelastic simulation tool, different kinds of simulations need to
be computed. The cases should be diferentiated by the windfield type, simulation time, control
technique and number of DOFs.
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2 Basic Theory
This section summarizes the basic theory behind the two codes used in this thesis. Both aeroelastic
codes are based on the same physics theories.
2.1 Aerodynamics
2.1.1 Blade Element Momentum
Blade Element Momentum (BEM) was invented by Glauert (1935) and has been widely used. This
one itself is built from two different theories: the blade element theory and the momentum theory.
Two assumptions are made:
• The rotor is divided into small elements that act independently of the other elements around
and there is no interaction between them
• The rotor is assumed to have infinite number of blades.
Some corrections are introduced later to correct these assumptions and compute rotors with finite
number of blades. One of the most important advantages of BEM is the two dimensional modelled
airfoil, figure 2-1 is an example of an airfoil with its velocities and angles, in figure 2-2 the resulting
aerodynamic forces are shown.
Fig. 2-1: Velocities and flow angles [12]
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Fig. 2-2: Forces on airfoil [12]
The forces shown in 2-2 are the ones responsible for the torque (in plane) and the thrust (out of
plane). The angle relating the lift and drag of the airfoil element to the thrust and torque forces, is
the local inflow angle φ. As shown in figure 2-1, this angle is the sum of the local pitch angle β and
the angle of attack α. The pitch angle β is the angle between the chord line and the rotor plane, it
depends on the static geometry. The angle of attack α is the angle between the chord length and the
total speed of the airfoil. The angle of attack changes with the inflow wind and it is not static, which
means that changes depending on the inflow conditions. To determinate the forces on an element the
inflow angle needs to be calculated
tanφ =
(1− a)U∞
(1 + a′)Ωr
2.1
With this and the pitch angle one calculates the angle of attack of the airfoil element
α = φ− β 2.2
With α and defining c as the chord length, it is possible to obtain the lift (Cl) and drag (Cd) coefficients
from the airfoil tables. Using then [5]
L =
1
2
ρairV
2
totalcCl 2.3
and
D =
1
2
ρairV
2
totalcCd 2.4
The interesting forces are the normal to the rotor plane and the tangencial to it, then lift and drag
forces are projected into these two directions and one obtains:
pn = Lcosφ+Dsinφ 2.5a
pt = Lsinφ−Dsinφ 2.5b
and after normalisation
Cn =
pn
1
2ρairV
2
totalc
2.6
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and
Ct =
pt
1
2ρairV
2
totalc
2.7
At this point solidity σ is defined as the part of the rotor which is covered by the annular blades area
σ(r) =
c(r)B
2pir
2.8
where B is the number of blades and c(r) is the chord length. Since pn and pt are forces per length,
the thrust force and the rotational torque of thickness dr are defined as
dT = Bpndr 2.9
and
dM = rBptdr 2.10
Combining 2.6 and 2.9 as in [5] one gets
dT =
1
2
ρairB
U2∞(1− a)2
sin2 φ
Cncdr 2.11
and
dM =
1
2
ρairB
U∞(1− a)Ωr(1 + a′)
sinφ cosφ
Ctcdr 2.12
To connect the induced velocities in the rotor plane to the equations 2.11 and 2.12 the momentum
theory has to be incorporated. The total thrust extracted by the rotor plane is
dT = 4pirρairU
2
∞(1− a)adr 2.13
and the torque extracted in each annular ring is
dM = 4pir3ρairU∞Ω(1− a)a′dr 2.14
Combining equations 2.11 and 2.13 an expresion for the axial induction is achieved
a =
1
4 sin2 φ
σCn
+ 1
2.15
tangential induction can be as well expressed if equations 2.12 and 2.14 are combined
a′ =
1
4 sinφ cosφ
σCt
− 1 2.16
The original BEM theory finishes at this point, nevertheless a few corrections and modifications have
been implemented during the years in order to create a more realistic theory. With two important
corrections a good mathematical agreement is achieved. The first one is Prandtl’s tip loss factor which
corrects the fact that wind turbines do not have an infinite number of blades. The second one is the
Glauert correction which is an empirical correction between the thrust coefficient Ct and the axial
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induction factor a when this last one goes higher than, approximately, 0,4 where the 1D momentum
theory is no longer valid [5].
Prandtl’s Tip Loss Factor
As already mentioned BEM theory needs some corrections to meet better the reality of a wind turbine.
In BEM theory there is no influence of the vortex system generated, these vortex system create multiple
helical structures in the wake, these influence the induced velocity distribution at the rotor. Prandtl
simplified this with a empirical factor F so that 2.13 and 2.14 become
dT = 4pirρairU
2
∞a(1− a)Fdr 2.17
and:
dM = 4pir3ρairU∞Ωa′(1− a)Fdr 2.18
and F is computed as:
F =
2
pi
arccos(e−f ) 2.19
where
f =
B
2
R− r
r sinφ
2.20
As above mentioned, B is the number of blades, R is the tip radius of the rotor (blade+hub), r is the
local radius and φ is the inflow angle or the sum of the pitch and attack angle. Using equations 2.17
and 2.18 the axial and tangential induction coefficients can be written as shown in [5]
a =
1
4F sin2 φ
σCn
+ 1
2.21
and
a′ =
1
4F sinφ cosφ
σCt
− 1 2.22
The derivation of Prandtl’s tip loss factor is out of the scope of this Thesis but the whole process is
described in the original book written by Glauert (1935).
Glauert correction
As before explained when the axial induction factor get values around 0,4 or bigger [5], the simple
momentum theory fails because with high values of induction, in theory, some flow outside the wake
will start to transport momentum from the outer flow into the wake [5]. To solve this, different
empirical relations between the thrust coefficient Ct and a can be done to fit the measurements done
in real life
Ct =
{
4a(1− a)F a ≤ 13
4a
(
1− 14(5− 3a)a
)
F a > 13
2.23
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where F is the Prandtl’s tip loss correction factor and correct the assumption of infinite number of
blades. In figure 2-3 the empirical data is plotted against what BEM theory predicts and what is obtain
with Glauert correction, the figure shows that around a = 0, 4 is the point where the BEM theory starts
to fail but it is fixed with Glauert correction.
Fig. 2-3: Glauert correction for F = 1,0 [12]
Buhl (2004) [11] derived a modification to Glauert’s empirical relation that also includes tip-loss
correction
Ct =
8
9
+ (4F − 40
9
)a+ (
50
9
− 4F )a2 2.24
and the induction factor is given by
a =
18F − 20− 3√Ct(50− 36F ) + 12F (3F − 4)
36F − 50 2.25
This relation is different from those of other authors like Burton (2001) [16] but is needed to eliminate
a numerical instability when using Glauert correction with Prandtl’s tip loss factor.
2.2 Structural dynamics
Structural loads are as important as aerodynamic loads. Structures can be excited by different types
of loads apart from the wind on the rotor and the tower. An earthquake, waves if the wind turbine
is placed offshore, or the periodic rotation of the rotor can cause loads that can damage the struc-
ture. As before, this section will focus on presenting the basic theory behind the dynamics of these
characterized systems.
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2.2.1 Types of excitation
This section will provide an idea of which classes of loads can be the source of excitations in a wind
turbine and which type of excitation they produce. As presented in [13], the excitations, or the product
of external loads acting on a wind turbine, can be classified according to their time duration:
• Constant (quasi-steady)
• Cyclic (periodic)
• Stochastic (random)
• Short-time (transient)
Tab. 2-1: Type of excitations forces and its source [13]
As seen in figure 2-1, there are several sources for exciting a wind turbine and when designing,
all of them have to be considered and simulated, an international organisation, the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), gives the necessary guidelines to wind turbine design.
2.2.2 Mass and gravitational loads
As before said, the rotation of the rotor effects the rest of the components of the wind turbine. The
tower, nacelle and foundation loads can be considered constant steady loads due to the self weight
the posses. But the rotation of the rotor e.g., will produce the tower to be highly influenced by the
horizontal displacement of its top mass and the thrust force produced by the wind.
Self weight
The self weight of the blades has to be considered depending on its azimuth position, as figure 2-4
shows, it will be changing on a 1Ω frequency (the frequency of rotation).
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Fig. 2-4: Alternate loads due to self weight force [13]
The edgewise bending moment will be the highest one, it can be written as follows:
Medgewise = mgrs sin Ωt 2.26
if the rotor of the wind turbine is tilted, or the blades are pre-coned, there will be also a flapwise
bending moment due to the difference distance to the tower between te top of the rotor and the
bottom:
Mflapwise = mgrs sinϕtilt sin Ωt 2.27
Centrifugal force
Another source of loads on the blades is the rotation itself, when the blades are rotating a centrifugal
force is created and it causes a steady tensional loading. If the rotor is unbalanced, e.g. one of the
blades is a little bit heavier than the others, it causes a lateral component which horizontal component
excites laterally the nacelle and the tower, horizontal component expresion is as follows:
Fhoriz = ∆mrsΩ
2 sin Ωt 2.28
Because the blade is very stiff in vertical direction, the feeling of the unbalance in the vertical direction
will be very little and this is not considered.
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2.2.3 Aerodynamic loads
Aerodynamic loads are the main source of loads in a wind turbine, and apart from the drag and lift
forces, there is a wide range of aerodynamic excitations. In this section the most important will be
presented, a further explanation can be found in aerodynamic wind turbine books such as[16] in
chapter 7.
Tower Shadow
This characteristic excitation is produced when the blade on its rotation passes in front of the tower
dam, this causes a short time collapse of the aerodynamic forces at the blade, which creates an exci-
tation on the rotor with the frequency of rotation (1Ω), it also creates a series of additional harmonics
but its intensity decreases while the order gets bigger [13]. When looking on the reference frame of
the tower the passing blade of frequency is 3Ω on a three bladed turbine, and it creates a loading
impulse. These effects can be seen on figure 2-5
Fig. 2-5: Effects of the tower shadow in Thrust Force [13] p. 276
Vertical Wind Profile
As said in chapter 1 the wind turbines nowadays have rotor of big diameters, it is very common finding
rotor diameters of more than 60 or 70 meters up to 120 m. A real wind field is not constant on all its
height, actually, the higher the greater the wind mean speed will be
U(z1)
U(z2)
=
(
z1
z2
)α
2.29
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where U(z1) and U(z2) are the wind speeds at height z1 and z2 respectively and α is the power
exponent which normally has the value of 0,14 [13].
Simplifying, a vertical wind profile is considered with rotor height velocity of Uh, the wind speed on a
blade section will vary periodically between a value of Uh + ∆v at the top of the rotor, and a value of
Uh −∆v at the bottom of the rotor which gives a mean velocity as follows:
U∞ = Uh + ∆v cos Ωt 2.30
This causes the angle of attack of the blades to change during its rotation (see figure 2-6 as well and
with it the aerodynamic forces of lift and drag change around its mean value at the angular frequency
of rotation 1Ω. From a nacelle-tower view these fluctuations are totally compensated on a three bladed
wind turbine with its blades arranged at 120◦ one from another [13]. Because of this distribution,
if the rotor is taken as a disk, the centre of pressure of this disc will be a little bit higher than the
rotation axis, causing a constant tilting moment on the lateral axis of the nacelle. On the other hand,
if the rotating shaft frame is taken into account, this fixed pressure point causes an alternating bending
stress at the same frequency of rotor rotation (1Ω).
Fig. 2-6: Effects of shear wind on an airfoil [13] p. 277
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2.2.4 Dynamic response
The dynamical behaviour of a wind turbine has to be analysed as a model with multiple degrees of
freedom, here this is going to be made with different sub-models that will be coupled together during
the simulations. The basic equation of motion is the following:
mq¨ + dq˙ + kq = F (t) 2.31
where m represents the body mass, d is the damping coefficient, k is the stiffness and q represents the
displacement. On the right side F (t) represents all the external loads applied. When the system is
equated to zero, the body will be in a free vibration and it will follow the natural vibration motion.
Considering a wind turbine as a single body and trying to compute all the velocities, displacements
and accelerations is not a good approach, normally a multi-body model is used because of its good
accuracy with reality and its rapid computing time compared to other FEM based solutions. Very often
the bodies are separated in three main big bodies: the nacelle and the tower, the blades and the drive-
train [13]. Then this individual big bodies are divided into more little elements, and the equations of
motion are created for each one.
To model the equations of motions of this dynamic system, different methods can be used to find
the accelerations, velocities and displacements of each degree of freedom. Following, the principle
methods used today on the simulation software for aeroelastic problems are explained.
Newton-Euler
This is the most classical way to solve multibody dynamic problems, it is based on Newton’s second
law of linear momentum conservation
p˙i = mi · vi 2.32
and can be written as the second law of motion
miv˙i = fi 2.33
Euler’s second equation of motion for a rotational rigid body:
IiΩ˙i + Ω˙i × Ii = ni 2.34
where ni and fi are the resultant moment about and force applied at the mass center, Ci, respectively.
The Newton-Euler equations works finding the solution of the free-body diagram, as shown in figure
2-7, of each rigid body in the system. The method calculates all the internal forces between the rigid
bodies, which is excellent if the concern is that one. In the case of wind turbine simulation these forces
are not the objective, but it imposes a big computational time to the system. Every single body of the
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Fig. 2-7: Free body diagram [15]
system has six DOFs and for each six equations are needed. This is done by writing equations 2.33,
2.34 on a matrix form [15]:
Mit˙i + M˙iti = wi 2.35
M˙i is the derivative of the generalized mass matrix and t˙i is the derivative of the generalised torsion.
Both are defined as [15]:
t˙i =
[
Ω˙
v˙i
]
M˙i =
[
Ω˙× Ii 0
0 0
]
2.36
From these equations various derivations of the method can be done to fit the model and its con-
strains[15].
Euler-Lagrange Method (Energy Method)
The Euler-Lagrange method is a really efficient method when the internal forces between the bodies
are not needed but if the system is complex, then the necessity of derivation of scalar energy functions
(kinetic and potential energy) can be challenging and exhausting for large multibody systems as a
wind turbine. In this method the number of equations is equated to number of DOFs [10].
The Lagrangian function L is defined as
L = T − V 2.37
Where T and V are the total kinetic and potential energy of the system. Lagrange equations are
divided into equations of the first kind and of the second kind [4]. Equations of the first kind take into
account the constraint equations and looks as follows
d
dt
(
∂L
∂q˙j
)
− ∂L
∂qj
+
n∑
i=1
λi
∂Fi
∂qj
= 0 2.38
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equation 2.38 presents Lagrange equation where j is DOFs total number, n is contraints number, q
denotes the general coordinates vector and λ is the lagrange multiplier. Lagrange multiplier connects
the constraint equations Fi with the constraint forces acting in the system
Nj =
i∑
n
λi
∂Fi
∂qj
2.39
The second kind Lagrange’s equations allow to get rid of the constraints in the model and write the
equation as
d
dt
(
∂L
∂q˙j
)
− ∂L
∂qj
= 0 2.40
Kane’s Method
Kane’s method combines the advantages of the two aforementioned methods, and it is based on the
principle of virtual works. For a system of i rigid bodies with r independent quasi velocities uj , Kane’s
equations can be written as [9]:
Fj + F
∗
j = 0 j = 1, . . . , r 2.41
where Fj and F ∗j are the impressed and the inertial generalised forces, respectively. They are written
as
Fj =
n∑
i=1
[(
∂vi
∂uj
)T
fi +
(
∂ωi
∂uj
)T
ni
]
2.42
F ∗j = −
n∑
i=1
[(
∂vi
∂uj
)T
mi ∗ v˙i +
(
∂ωi
∂uj
)T
Iiω˙i + ωi × Iiω˙
]
2.43
The notation here is the same as in the equations used to state the Eulers-Newton equations of motion,
e.g. vi and ωi are the translational and angular velocity of the ith body at the mass centre, fi and ni
are the impressed moments and forces resultants acting on the body, mi and Ii are the body mass and
the moment of inertia, respectively.
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3 FAST Software
FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures and Turbulence) is an aeroelastic code developed by the
National Renewable Energies Laboratory. The code can be used to simulate a two or three bladed
horizontal wind turbine, and combines an aerodynamic block with a structural dynamics block. The
development of the code is continuous and new features are often being implemented, one of the last
improvements is the interface with Matlab Simulink which allows to implement control blocks into
simulation.
3.1 Environment description
FAST is a code that comes together with some preprocessors to generate the necessary input files to
run the simulation. Figure 3-1 shows the different preprocessors, simulators and post-processors and
gives a little description of which types of files can be generated.
AirfoilPrep
Airfoil data preparation
TurbSIM
Windfield generation
PreComp & NuMAD
Blade and tower data 
generation
Bmodes
Beam eigenanalysis
FAST
Dynamics 
AeroDyn
Aerodynamics
MBC3
Steady state solution 
analysis
Matlab scripts
Time series plotting
Fig. 3-1: FAST module framework
Here three of these softwares will be explained. They have been used in this thesis.
TurbSim
TurbSim is a simulator that can generate turbulent stochastic wind fields. This wind fields are com-
pound of three component vectors on a two-dimensional vertical plane. TurbSim is built upon sta-
tistical models, the user can choose between different turbulence models, different types of shear,
roughness of the ground, etc. More information about how to use the software and the options avail-
able can be found in the user’s guide [3]
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PreComp
PreComp is a preprocessor that was designed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory to calculate
the cross section properties of composite blades. The program asks to input the properties of the
materials used in the blade, the geometry of the airfoils and the external shape and the internal lay-up
of the different materials on the different specified sections. The program can compute quickly the
different structural properties that all aeroelastic simulators need such as: direct stiffness about the
principle axes (Young modulus per area of moment of inertia), torsional stiffness, coupled torsional
stiffness from the different axes, etc.
BModes
BModes is the preprocessor used to compute the coupled frequencies and mode shapes from the
different elastic beam type elements that FAST needs. The code has been developed as well by National
Renewable Energy Laboratory and is Finite Element based, as input requires the structural properties
of the beam type element. If a blade is modelled, the user can set it up as a rotating element and
with a pitching control, if it’s a tower beam type element the user can set up a foundation as well as
tension wires as support. An important input from BModes is the tip mass of the beam type element,
a tip mass can be e.g. the tip brake of a blade or the nacelle, hub and blades for a tower. The output
is a list of the different modes and frequencies of the beam type element, they are ordered as fore aft
or side to side displacements and can be easily plotted to see the mode shapes.
Mode 1
Mode 2
Fig. 3-2: First two mode shapes of a cantilevered beam
3.2 Modes of operation
FAST can perform simulations in two analysis ways. Figure 3-3 represents how FAST can be operated.
The first mode is a time marching solution of the non-linear equations of motion, during the simula-
tion, the aerodynamics and the structural response to the wind inflow are calculated. The output data
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is a time series file that include, both aerodynamic loads as well as the structural loads and deflections
of the different bodies.
The second type of simulation is a linearisation analysis, this mode extracts the linearised repre-
sentations of the complete nonlinear aeroelastic wind turbine model. An explanation of how the
linearisation is done can be found in the FAST manual [7].
System properties FAST input files
User defined routines 
(e.g. control routines) FAST AeroDyn
Periodic State Matrices Time series Data
Linearisation Simulation
Aerodyn input files
Fig. 3-3: FAST module framework
3.3 Model description
FAST model uses a combined modal and multibody dynamics formulation. The modal formulation is
used to characterize the flexibility of the blades and tower assuming little deflections on them. The
model relates nine rigid bodies (earth, support platform, base plate, nacelle, armature, gears, hub, tail
and structure furling with the rotor) and five flexible bodies (three blades, tower and driveshaft) with
a total of 24 DOFs (degrees of freedom). Table 3-1 shows the different degrees of freedom.
Body DOFs
Blades 9 (2 flap 1 edge per wing)
Tower 4 (2 fore aft 2 side to side)
Drivetrain 2 (generator azimuth shaft torsion)
Platform 6 (three translation three rotation)
Nacelle 1 (yaw)
Rotor furl 1
Tail furl 1
Total 24
Tab. 3-1: Degrees of freedom FAST three bladed model
In blades and tower only the first two mode shapes are considered, in the case of the blade, see figure
3-4, only the first edgewise direction mode is considered and for the flapwise direction the two first
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ones. This simplification helps to compute the solutions faster and does not influence the accuracy of
the results in a big way since the energy of the bigger modes is little in comparison with the first two
modes [14].
Edgewise Flapwise
Fig. 3-4: FAST module framework
3.3.1 Coordinate systems
FAST has to use different coordinate systems to represent the wind turbine. FAST uses the Interna-
tional Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard for wind turbine coordinate system plus additional
coordinates systems necessary for understanding some output parameters. Table 3-21 lists the differ-
ent coordinate systems, figure 3-5 and 3-6 show them more clearly.
Zs,a
Xs,a
Zh
Xh
Zc
Xc
Fig. 3-5: FAST Coordinate Systems
1 This coordinate systems are different of those shown in FAST Manual[7], the manual is not updated.
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Description Origin Nomenclature
Inertial frame Point about which the translational mo-
tions of the support platform are defined,
X downwind
i
Tower Base Intersection of the centre of the tower
and the tower base connection
t
Top of the tower Centre of the tower at the top height p
Nacelle/Yaw Same as top of the tower coordinate sys-
tem
n
Shaft The same vertical plane as the nacelle but
following the shaft axis direction down-
wind
s
Azimuth Same as before but this rotates with the
rotor
a
Hub Intersection of the rotor axis and the
plane of rotation
h
Coned The same as the hub c
Blade Intersection of blade’s pitch axis and
blade root
b
Tab. 3-2: FAST Coordinate systems description
Yi,t
Zi,t
Yp
Zp
Xn
ZnYb
Zb
Fig. 3-6: FAST Coordinate Systems
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3.3.2 Aerodynamic calculations
FAST uses the Aerodyn module to perform the aerodynamics calculations during the simulation. As
before explained, then this aerodynamics forces are read by FAST dynamic code and accelerations and
deflections on the bodies are calculated. Two methods and a dynamic stall model are computed in
Aerodyn:
• BEM method: A BEM method is used as explained in section 2.1.1 for wind velocities slower
than 8m/s, this is due to the poor stability of GDW method axial inductions factors are greater
than 0,4.
• General Dynamic Wave (GDW): This method is based on the acceleration potential method and
is based on a potential flow solution to Laplace’s equation.
• Dynamic stall model: The dynamic stall model implemented in Aerodyn is based on the work of
Bedooes and Leishman (1989)
BEM final iteration
This section summarises how Aerodyn uses all the equations stated before and what procedure is used
to calculate the induced velocities, angles of attack and thrust coefficients for each blade element
along the span of a blade. First, Aerodyn sets the following initial values [12]:
φ ≈ sinφ F = 1 Cd = 0
Cl = 2piα α = φ− β
3.1
With this assumption and after some arranges, the first axial induction factor is calculated as:
a =
1
4
[2 + piλσ −
√
4− 4piλσ + piλ2σ(8β + piσ)] 3.2
where σ is the local solidity of the blade, β is the local pitch angle and λ is the local tip speed ratio.
From here an estimation of the inflow angle can be done using equation 2.1 and assuming a’ to be
zero. Next, Aerodyn calculates the thrust coefficient using
Ct =
σ(1− a)2(Cl cosφ+ Cd sinφ)
sin2 φ
3.3
Now tip and hub loss corrections are calculated using 2.19. If Ct > 0, 96F means that the element is
loaded and the Glauert correction, i.e. 2.25, will be used to calculate the new axial induction factor a
. If Ct ≤ 0, 96F then 2.15 is used to calculate the axial induction factor, for the tangential induction
factor 2.16 is used, finally the effect of skew is also included using
askew = a[1 +
15pi
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r
R
tan
χ
2
cos Ψ] 3.4
where Ψ is defined as the azimuth angle that is zero at the most downwind position of the rotor plane
and χ is the wake skew angle (see picture 3-7). This process is repeated at each element of the blade
until the values of of axial induction factor and inflow angle have converged.
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Fig. 3-7: Skewed wake correction
General Dynamic Wave
This section will provide the basics about the general Dynamic Wave model implemented in AeroDyn.
Further explanation can be found in the original work of Peters and He (1989). The GDW method is
based on a potential solution of Laplace’s equation (inviscid and incompressible flow). Basic assump-
tion to find a solution using this method is that the induced velocities are small in comparison with
the mean wind speed, and that the rotor plane is a flat disk, which means that large deflection on the
blades will not be good represented by this method. The model does not take into account the wake
rotation. For that reason the tangential induction factor will be always calculated with BEM method
using 2.22.
Figure 3-8 shows a simulation comparing GDW and BEM with a mean wind speed of 10,6 m/s wind
and a pitch angle change from 0,2◦ to 3,9◦ and then back to 0,2◦. The BEM method has no time lag,
but the GDW do, the GDW results seems to be more accurate with reality than BEM, the vibrations
seen on the BEM model are due to the structural vibrations and not produced by the aerodynamic
code [12].
Dynamic Stall
Aerodyn has a mode for computing the stalling of the blades, stall events occur in wind turbines due
to the change in the wind velocity during time, the vertical shear or the simply turbulence of the
wind field the turbine is facing. Stalling produces a reduction of the lift coefficient and occurs when
the angle of attack reaches critical value, which is the one that value usually produces the peak lift
coefficient. In wind turbines stalling has been used widely as a control technique to limit power, but
today, the variable pitch control is a most widely used technique.
The dynamic stall model used in Aerodyn is based on the work of Beddoes and Leishmann (1989),
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Fig. 3-8: GDW comparison performance [12]
this model is semi-empirical and is based on airfoil indicial response. A detailed explanation of how it
works can be found in the Aerodyn manual starting on page 23 [12]
3.3.3 Structure and deflections calculations
In section 2.2, the principle loads that need to be taken into account on a wind turbine were presented,
as well as, how a wind turbine is modelled, and which are the mechanical methods to calculate the
Degrees of Freedoms (DOFs). In this section the FAST loads and its governing equations of motion
will be explained, in order to understand which loads FAST can calculate and which method is used.
Table 3-3 shows the loads taken into account in FAST, how FAST models a turbine and which method
is used to solve the equations of motion:
Loads Aerodynamical, self weight, centrifugal and wave loads
Model Multibody model (see section 3.3)
Method Virtual work method based on Kane’s method
Tab. 3-3: FAST modelling characteristics
The following equations represents few of the equations of motion stated in FAST, as explained in [8].
Starting with the following form of Kane’s equations of motion [8]:
F ∗r =
v∑
i=1
Evxir · (−mxiEaXi) 3.5
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and
Fr =
v∑
i=1
Evxir · (FXi) 3.6
where v is the number of particles with mass in the system, evxir is the r
th partial velocity that goes
with particle Xi, mxi is the mass of particle Xi,EaXi means the acceleration of particle Xi in the
inertial frame, FXi is the resultant of all applied forces in particle Xi. Because the system can be
represented as rigid bodies, the generalised inertia forces can be written as
F ∗r =
N∑
i=1
Evxir · (−mxiEaXi) + EωXir · (−EHXi) 3.7
where N is now the number of rigid bodies with mass on the system, evxir is the r
th partial velocity
related with the centre of mass of the rigid body Xi, mxi is the mass of the rigid body Xi, EaXi means
the acceleration of the centre of mass of rigid body Xi in the inertial frame, EωXir is the angular
velocity related with rigid body Xi, finally, EHXi is the time derivative of the angular momentum of
rigid body Xi about the centre of mass, in the inertial frame.
The inertial forces included in FAST model are: mass of the tower, nacelle, hub, and blades:
F ∗r = F
∗
r |T + F ∗r |N + F ∗r |H + F ∗r |B 3.8
as a representation of the forces above mentioned the generalized inertia forces of the tower are
represented:
F ∗r |T = −
∫ H
0
µt(h)
EvTr · EaT dh 3.9
These forces are the result of the tower’s distributed linear density, µt(h). Here, EvTr is the r
th partial
velocity related to point T of the tower and EaT is the acceleration at the same point but on the
inertial frame.
The active forces represented in FAST are: aerodynamic forces; elastic forces from the tower, blade
and drivetrain flexibility; elastic forces from springs on the yaw; gravitational forces; generator forces
and damping forces.
Fr = Fr|aero + Fr|Elastic + Fr|Grav + Fr|Gen + Fr|Damp 3.10
As an example of how are these forces computed, the generalized active aerodynamics forces are
represented. If FSiAero is the general aerodynamic force acting on point S of blade i (i = 1, 2, 3)
Fr|aero =
∫ R−RH
0
EvS1r F
S1
Aerodr1 +
∫ R−RH
0
EvS2r F
S2
Aerodr2 +
∫ R−RH
0
EvS3r F
S3
Aerodr3 3.11
the same notation is followed in this equation, that makes EvS1r the velocity in the centre of mass
E of the section S in blade 1. Even if FAST can model the Tower Shadow (see section 2.2.3) the
aerodynamic forces are only computed on the blades. The model for tower shadow used in FAST is
build on Aerodyn [12].
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The elastic restoring forces of the tower and blades are not defined as equation 3.6 they use the
equivalent form of [8]:
Fr =
∂V
∂qr
3.12
where the potential energy is defined as:
V =
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
kijqi(t)qj(t) 3.13
in this last equation, N is the number of DOFs, kij is the generalized stiffness, and the qi(t) are the
general coordinates related to the flexible body. In FAST the structural damping inherent in the tower
and the blades is modelled using the Rayleigh damping technique.
The flexibility of the drivetrain is modelled with a equivalent linear torsional spring and a linear
viscous damper. This simplification is enough to have a real representation of how the dynamics of
the drivetrain works. It is important to have minimum one degree of freedom in the drivetrain because
the rotation of the shaft is coupled to the in-plane deflection of the blades. This coupling mechanically
makes it important to model minimum a DOF on the shaft and to calculate the natural frequency of
the element. An example of such a model can be seen in 3-9, with the two degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 3-9: FAST drivetrain model
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4 Virtual Turbine Code
This chapter shall support the reader in understanding the baselines, the capabilities and the future
potential of this new aeroelastic code. vTB is developed by Industrial Science to facilitate new control
design methods for wind turbines. This thesis is based on version 0.2 for which yet no complete user’s
guide exists, but an unpublished documentation [17].
4.1 Environment description
vTB is a code written entirely on Matlab, which means that is an object oriented program. As usual
in the development of aeroelastic codes, the code has been built on modules, the modularisation of
the code allows the user to have a more flexible work environment where to implement new features
or to change parameters directly because it is as well white box designed. The different bodies of the
wind turbine are described as classes, that are built modularly, and then connected through methods
and auxiliar functions that help, e.g. to change between coordinate systems. The existing classes in
vTB are represented in figure 4-1
VirtualTurbine
Builds the turbine up and call the principle 
methods of each body
Wing
WingSection
Section’s 
geometry
TowerNacelleRotor Shaft KinematicLine
Coordinate systems
Beam3D
Structural properties, 
modes and frequencies
Simulator
Contains the operation conditions for the 
simulations and creates the solution
Fig. 4-1: Type of classes in vTB
As introduced in section 1.1 the principle modules on a wind turbine aeroelastic code are three: en-
vironment (windfield, climate conditions...), aerodynamics and structural dynamics module. These
three modules are necessary and quite of independent one of each other. In figure 4-2 the main mod-
ules that exists in vTB are represented. The simulation tool starts by defining the turbine properties
and the initial coordinate systems. The tool also calculates the mode shapes and frequencies which
later are no longer used in the code but are useful for the structural dynamics analysis of the results.
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Moving to the aerodynamic block, here the calculation method receives the information of the wind
field, the blade deflections and the new coordinate systems, which are used to calculate aerodynamic
forces through an iterative method (later explained in section 4.2.2). These aerodynamic forces are
then translated into three kind of forces: the blade loads, the rotor moment and the tower loads. With
these forces and the inertia forces of the rotor, the equations of motion for the system are generated
and solved; a new state for the system is achieved. This process is done iterative at each time step.
ModesO:ONaturalO
frequencies
CreationOofO
CoordinateOsystem
CalculationOofOMFO
NOandOKOmatrix
ImportObeamO
propertiesOKFOMO
Matrix
BEMOMETHOD
iterative
process
BladeO
deflections
Geometry
AerodynamicOforces
‐MaterialOProps:
ρOFEFG
ROTORO
MOMENT
BLADEO
LOADS
TOWERO
LOADS
EquationsOofOmotion
CALCINERTIA_TOWER
CALCINERTIA_BLADES
CALCINERTIA_SHAFT
DOFs
NEWOSTATE
WINDOBLOCK
or
WINDOFIELD
INERTIAO
FORCES
GenerationOofOtheO
turbine
WindOturbineO
geometry
KFOM
Fig. 4-2: Modules and processes in vTB
4.2 Model description
vTB, as well as FAST uses a combination of rigid bodies and flexible bodies, i.e. vTB is also a multibody
dynamic code. The bodies existing in vTB are the following: as rigid bodies, the nacelle and the earth;
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as flexible bodies the three blades, the tower and the drive-shaft. To model this flexibility different
degrees of freedom are considered; vTB version 0.2 is designed to be capable of computing all the
degrees of freedom in the flexible bodies, that means that each element of a flexible body will have
six degrees of freedom (three for translation and three for rotation). After a revision, this has been
considered as not useful because increases the complexity of the model and, in addition, there are
some DOFs which are not relevant for a wind turbine, e.g. the vertical displacement of the tower
caused by the weight of the top mass. To correct this, a masking option is implemented in the code; this
masking allows the user to choose how many degrees of freedom are considered for the simulations.
Table 4-1 presents the total degrees of freedom of the system without masking.
Class (Body) Degrees of Freedom
Tower section 6 (3 translation, 3 rotation)
Nacelle 1 (Rotational)
Shaft 2 (Rotor and generator azimuth)
Blade Section 6 (3 translation, 3 rotation)
Total 3 + 3·6·Blade sections + 2· Tower sections
Tab. 4-1: Available DOFs in vTB
The table shows that the number of total degrees of freedom changes depending on the number of
blade sections and tower sections, this decision will be discussed later to see how this affects on the
computational time. As vTB is developed, more bodies can be inserted, such as the generator body
which in this moment is considered only as an equivalent mass for the drivetrain equations of motion.
4.2.1 Coordinate systems
In this section the different coordinate systems used by vTB will be described and represented, vTB
creates a coordinate system in each of the bodies, plus one inertial coordinate system where all the
bodies are referred. This inertial system i can be seen in figure 4-3 (Xi,Yi,Zi) is in the base of the tower.
The coordinate systems follow the ones stated by the IEC, so the results of simulations can be directly
compared, and its an advantage if the code wants to be used as a certification code in the near future.
The different coordinate systems that are:
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Description Origin Nomenclature
Inertial frame Tower Base, X axis points downwind i
Tower base Intersection of the center of the tower
and the tower base connection
t
Tower top Center of the tower at the top height p
Nacelle/Yaw Same as tower top coordinate system but
X pointing upwind
n
Shaft The same vertical plane as the nacelle but
following the shaft axis direction upwind
s
Blade section Z axis following the pitch axis, X in rotor
axis direction
ws
Blade Z axis radial, X direction in rotor axis direc-
tion,
b
Rotor Same direction as blade axis but at hub ra-
dius
r
Tab. 4-2: Coordinate Systems in vTB
Zws
Yws
Zs
Xs
Yi,t
Zi,t
Yp
Zp
Xn
ZnYb
Zb
Zr
Xr
Fig. 4-3: Coordinate systems in vTB
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4.2.2 Aerodynamic calculations
The aerodynamic method used in vTB is based on section 2.1.1. The iterative calculus takes place in
every section of each blade. The code includes different possibilities when performing the iteration
process, it is possible to choose whether to take into account the tangential induction (wake induc-
tion), the axial induction or none of the aforementioned.
The implemented functions are based on the same physics as presented in [12]. This means that the
Glauert correction implemented in vTB are similar to FAST. This correction is based on Glauert work
but is implemented using the polynomial correction made by Buhl (2004)[11] which is explained in
section 2.1.1.
One important point is what is the aerodynamic code capable of reading as input. The main input
of an aerodynamic code is the wind field. At this time the code is capable to read wind inputs of
steady type, i.e. at this moment the aerodynamic code can not recognize any complete 3D or 2D wind
field, the aerodynamic calculations are done in each of the blade section with the mean value of the x
axis (rotor axis) wind direction. What would be needed though, is to create winds that change their
velocity on each time step as well as depending on the position in the space, i.e. height and width of
the rotor.
Figure 4-4 gives a better view on how the aerodynamic block works on vTB and which are the main
inputs and outputs of it.
Even if the code has yet no control implementation, the pitch angle is necessary to compute the
aerodynamic calculations, i.e. a manual control over the pitch angle is possible to be implemented
and gives us the opportunity to calculate the operating map as a benchmark (see section 6.4)
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Fig. 4-4: Aerodynamic block in vTB
4.2.3 Structure and deflection calculations
The third block is the one for calculating the loads, accelerations and displacements; as before ex-
plained this block is not a specified block of wind turbines, there are many methods to compute and
solve the equations of motion of a wind turbine and all of them with their advantages and disadvan-
tages.
In section 2.2 the different loads that are considered on a wind turbine and a few methods to create
and solve the equations of motions of a multibody problem were explained, to follow the same struc-
ture as the FAST code description, table 4-3 presents a general view of which loads and methods are
used in vTB to solve the structural dynamic module.
Loads Aerodynamics & inertial
Model Multibody discrete model
Method Newton’s equations of motion, free body diagram solution
Tab. 4-3: vTB modelling characteristics
vTB is a modularly built code; before being able to solve the equations of motion, vTB must calculate
the different matrices involved, e.g. the mass, stiffness and damping matrices. Consider the basic
equation of motion 2.31 seen in section 2.2 but on its matrix form:
Mq¨ + Dq˙ + Kq = F (t) 4.1
vTB needs to compute the mass matrix M, the damping matrix D and the stiffness matrix K for each
of the different flexible bodies (blade, tower and drivetrain). The size of the matrices depends on the
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number of DOFs that are chosen. If the number of DOFs on the blades is chosen to be six per blade
section, on a blade with seventeen blade sections, the size of the mass matrix will be 102 x 102. In
the following lines a description is given a description of how these matrices are calculated.
As before mentioned, three flexible bodies are considered in vTB: tower, blade and drive-shaft. Blades
and tower are modelled as a cantilevered beam, that follows the Euler-Bernoulli equations, to com-
pute the matrices vTB code needs the following parameters: material density of the body ρ, Young’s
modulus E and the shear modulus G. With these given numbers the following calculations are done:
mi = li · ρi ·Ai i = 1, 2, . . . N 4.2
where mi will be the mass pro length (kg/m) of the blade/tower section i, li will be the length of
section, ρi will be the density of section and Ai will be the location of the centre of mass of the
airfoil/tower section. The displacements of a blade section can be computed, e.g. a blade section with
the six DOFs enabled (three translation, three rotation) will generate a mass matrix
M =

mx(i)
my(i)
mz(i)
0
0
Θz(i)

4.3
If, on the other hand, less DOFs are selected (masking) then a smaller matrix will be obtained, for
example for a mask choosing only the flap- and edgewise displacements plus the torsion around blade
pitch axis, the matrix will be as follows
Mred =

mx(i)
my(i)
Θz(i)
 4.4
The size of the matrix is smaller, and then the computational time will also be lower since less equa-
tions will have to be solved at each time step. After calculating the mass matrix the code apply a
method using the compliance matrix to find the stiffness matrix
q = N · F 4.5
where F represents a vector of Forces, the compliance matrix is represented by N and q is the vector of
displacements originated from these forces. The compliance matrix N is calculated by solving equation
4.5 and then the stiffness matrix can be found as:
K = N−1 4.6
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With the stiffness matrix vTB performs a one time calculation to obtain the natural frequencies and
natural shape modes of the elastic beams (blades and tower).
The damping method used in vTB is based on Rayleigh’s Damping. This damping calculation method
uses the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix to create a damping matrix for the different beams of
the systems. The equation used in vTB is
D = αrM + βrK 4.7
αr and βr are the coefficients decided by the user and are different for the tower and the blades. At
the end of computing all these matrices needed for the dynamic solution of the equations of motions,
the result is a combination of flexible bodies modelled as shown in figure 4-5.
Fig. 4-5: vTB blade and tower model
The drivetrain is modelled as a two DOF system. This two DOFs are: the rotation of the low speed
shaft, engaged with the rotor; and the rotation of the high speed shaft, engaged with the generator.
The drivetrain is modelled as figure 4-6 shows:
MR
ΘR
MG
ΘG
ϕ˙
R
ϕ˙
G
K eq
Deq
Fig. 4-6: vTB drivetrain model
Where ΘR and ΘG are the second moment of inertia of the rotor (blades + hub) and generator re-
spectively. MR and MG are the rotor and generator brake torque respectively and Keq and Deq are the
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equivalent drivetrain stiffness and damping value.
With these values, the flexible bodies are parametrised. The rigid bodies are created by introducing
the location of the centre of mass (or its density).
At this point is possible to come back to equation 4.1 and it’s easy to see that now is possible to find a
solution on this equation.
The question that now comes up is: How are the aerodynamic forces on the blades computed in vTB?
Well in table 4-3 it is possible to see that vTB is able to take into account two kind of loads on this
moment, the aerodynamic loads with origin in each section of the blades and the inertial forces due
to rotation of the rotor. The aerodynamic loads are calculated in each section of the blades, this is
done as explained in section 4.2.2. After the aerodynamic loads are calculated, the damping matrix is
found and an iteration process as follows is solved:
q¨ = M−1(Fa − D · q˙ − K · q) 4.8
where Fa is the matrix of aerodynamic forces.
Fa =

F (1)x . . . F (i)x
F (1)y . . . F (i)y
M(1)z . . . M(i)z
 4.9
After this a new matrix of Forces including the inertial forces coming from the rotor rotation are
calculated:
Ft = M · q¨ 4.10
And new forces matrices are created:
Fi =

Ft(1)x . . . Ft(i)x
Ft(1)y . . . Ft(i)y
0 . . . 0
 4.11
Mi =

0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0
Mt(1)z . . . Mt(i)z
 4.12
After solving the equations of motion for the blades, the tower is solved by transferring the loads with
a change on coordinate systems.
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The equations of motion of the drivetrain are also solved using the loads of rotor moment and the
generator brake torque:
∆ϕ = ϕR − ϕG
∆ϕ˙ = ϕ˙R − ϕ˙G
ϕ¨R =
1
ΘR(−K∆ϕ−D∆ϕ˙+MR)
ϕ¨G =
1
ΘG(−K∆ϕ−D∆ϕ˙+MG)
4.13
With all the presented equations and methods, vTB is capable to compute the accelerations and de-
flections of the elastic bodies of the system. This data is then plotted and can be saved for further
work and other simulations. An example of a simulation performed in vTB is shown in figure 4-7, this
simulation is 100s simulation with tower, drivetrain flexible and rigid blades. An analysis on this is
made in the next chapters.
(a) Top tower deflection (b) Rotor Torque
(c) Driveshaft speed (d) Detail shaft speed
Fig. 4-7: Simulation in vTB
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5 NREL 5MW Wind Turbine Definition
This chapter will present the wind turbine model that has been used in this thesis. The wind turbine
specifications is provided by National Renewable Energy Laboratoy. The turbine is based on other big
turbines specifications such as the REpower 5M turbine prototype and the WindPACT, RECOFF and
DOWEC conceptual models [6]. The reason of using this model of wind turbine relies on the fact that
this turbine is now being used for research purposes in a lot of institutions around the world because
its good representation of what is the future of wind turbines. In table 5-1 the main specifications of
the wind turbine are shown.
Rating 5MW
Rotor Orientation, Configuration UpWind 3 Blades
Control Variable Speed, Collective pitch
Drivetrain High speed, multi-stage gearbox
Rotor and hub diameter 126m, 3m
Cut-in, rated, Cut-out speed 3 m/s, 11,4 m/s, 25 m/s
Cut-in, rated Rotor Speed 6,9 min−1, 12,1 min−1
Rated tip speed 80 m/s
Overhang, Shaft Tilt, Precone 5 m; 5◦; 0,0◦
Rotor Mass 110.000 kg
Nacelle Mass 240.000 kg
Tower mass 347.460 kg
Blade mass 17.740 kg
Coordinate Location of Overall CM (-0,2 m ; 0,0 m ; 64.0 m)
Tab. 5-1: Main specifications NREL 5MW Baseline Wind Turbine[6]
The specifications now presented will cover the complete aerodynamic and structural definition of it.
5.1 Blade structural properties
The 5MW NREL blade is a 61,5 m long blade and its based on the LM Glasfiber blade that was used in
DOWEC study, this blade was 1.1 meters longer (62,6 m), NREL truncated [6] the span of the blade
turbine from 62,6 to 61,5 m and found the properties on the tip by interpolating between 61,7 and
61,2 m stations of the LM Glasfiber blade, more information about the data used can be found in [6].
In table B.1 of Appendix B the different properties of the blade are specified along the span of it. The
property "Aerocent" is the name of a FAST input parameter. FAST assumes that the blade pitch axis
goes through each airfoil section at 1/4 of the chord, then Xtopitch is the distance between the aerody-
namic centre of the section and the pitch axis and its positive towards the trailing edge. Aerocent is
defined as Aerocent = Xto.pitch − 1/4
The flapwise and edgewise section stiffness are defined as "FlpStff", "EdgStff" and the inertia as
"FlpIner", "EdgIner" respectively. They are given about the principal structural axes of each section
as oriented by the structural twist angle "StrcTwst". The values of structural twist are the same as the
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aerodynamic twist
The column "BMassDen" names the distributed mass along the blade. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory needed to scale up the overall mass of the tower a 4,5% in order to meet the same mass
of reference blades REpower 5M machine. Figure 5-1 shows the distribution of the mass along the
blade and figure 5-2 shows, as expected, that stiffness in edgewise direction is greater than in flapwise
direction in table 5-2 the overall specifications of the blades are presented.
Length (w.r.t. root along precones axis) 61,5 m
Mass scaling factor 4,536%
Overall Mass 17.740 kg
Second Mass Moment of Inertia (w.r.t. root) 11.776.047 kg m2
First Mass Moment of Inertia (w.r.t. root) 363.231 kg m
CM location (w.r.t. root along preconed axis) 20,745 m
Structural Damping Ratio 0,477%
Tab. 5-2: Main structural specifications of the Blades [6]
Fig. 5-1: Blade Mass Density distribution
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Fig. 5-2: Blade Flap and Edge stiffness distribution
5.2 Blade aerodynamic properties
The aerodynamic data is distributed in 17 sections which are set about the aerodynamic data of
DOWEC blades. The airfoils were corrected by making three-dimensional corrections on the original
two-dimensional airfoil-data from DOWEC study, this data and the represented coefficients can be
found in [6]. Table 5-3 shows the distributed properties and the airfoils used in each of 17 nodes, the
column "DRNodes" is the width of each of the nodes, the total sum of this column is the total length
of the blade.
5.3 Tower structural properties
As said at the beginning of this section, the described wind turbine definition is intended to be used
as a reference wind turbine, i.e. different types of tower will be considered depending on where and
how is the wind turbine going to be installed. Here the onshore version of the tower is described.
The general properties of this tower are the same of the one used in DOWEC study. The basis diameter
is 6 m the thickness on the base is 0,027 m; the top diameter is 3,87 m and its thickness 0,019 m. The
Young’s Modulus is 210GPa and the shear modulus 80,8 GPa, the effective density is 8.500 kg/m3 has
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Node RNodes AeroTwst DRNodes Chord NFoil
- m ◦ m m -
1 2,8667 13,308 2,7333 3,542 Cylinder1
2 5,6000 13,308 2,7333 3,854 Cylinder1
3 8,3333 13,308 2,7333 4,167 Cylinder2
4 11,7500 13,308 4,1000 4,557 DU40 A17
5 15,8500 11,480 4,1000 4,652 DU35 A17
6 19,9500 10,162 4,1000 4,458 DU35 A17
7 24,0500 9,011 4,1000 4,249 DU30 A17
8 28,1500 7,795 4,1000 4,007 DU25 A17
9 32,2500 6,544 4,1000 3,748 DU25 A17
10 36,3500 5,361 4,1000 3,502 DU21 A17
11 40,4500 4,188 4,1000 3,256 DU21 A17
12 44,5500 3,125 4,1000 3,010 NACA64 A17
13 48,6500 2,319 4,1000 2,764 NACA64 A17
14 52,7500 1,526 4,1000 2,518 NACA64 A17
15 56,1667 0,863 2,7333 2,313 NACA64 A17
16 58,9000 0,370 2,7333 2,086 NACA64 A17
17 61,6333 0,106 2,7333 1,419 NACA64 A17
Tab. 5-3: Blade Distributed Aerodynamic Properties [6]
been increased about the normal density to take into account the different bolts, paints and welds.
The top of the tower mass has been increased a 30% to ensure that the first fore-aft and side-to-side
natural frequencies are placed between the rotational frequency 1Ω and 3Ω. The distributed properties
of the tower can be found in table 5-4 and the overall properties can be found in table 5-5.
HtFract TMassDen TwFAStif TwSSStif TwGJStif TwEAStif TwFAIner TwSSIner TwFAcgOf TwSScgOf
(-) (kg/m) (Nm2) (Nm2) (Nm2) (N) (kg m) (kg m) (m) (m)
0,0 5590,87 614,343E9 614,343E9 472,751E9 138,127E9 24866,3 24866,3 0,0 0,0
0,1 5232,43 534,821E9 534,821E9 411,558E9 129,272E9 21647,5 21647,5 0,0 0,0
0,2 4885,76 463,267E9 463,267E9 356,495E9 120,707E9 18751,3 18751,3 0,0 0,0
0,3 4550,87 399,131E9 399,131E9 307,141E9 112,433E9 16155,3 16155,3 0,0 0,0
0,4 4227,75 341,883E9 341,883E9 263,087E9 104,450E9 13838,1 13838,1 0,0 0,0
0,5 3916,41 291,011E9 291,011E9 223,940E9 96,758E9 11779,0 11779,0 0,0 0,0
0,6 3616,83 246,027E9 246,027E9 189,323E9 89,357E9 9958,2 9958,2 0,0 0,0
0,7 3329,03 206,457E9 206,457E9 158,874E9 82,247E9 8356,6 8356,6 0,0 0,0
0,8 3053,01 171,851E9 171,851E9 132,244E9 75,427E9 6955,9 6955,9 0,0 0,0
0,9 2788,75 141,776E9 141,776E9 109,100E9 68,899E9 5738,6 5738,6 0,0 0,0
1,0 2536,27 115,820E9 115,820E9 89,126E9 62,661E9 4688,0 4688,0 0,0 0,0
Tab. 5-4: Tower Distributed Structural Properties [6]
Height above ground 87,6 m
Overall Mass 347.460 kg
CM Location 38,240 m
Structural-Damping Ratio (all Modes) 1%
Tab. 5-5: Overall Tower Specifications [6]
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5.4 Hub and nacelle properties
The nacelle of the turbine is located 5m upwind and at 90 m height, the same specification as in the
DOWEC study. The shaft tilt is 5◦. The hub mass is taken directly from the 5M REpower and its 56.768
kg the CM location is directly on the hub centre. The hub inertia is taken to be 115.926 kg m2 and
was found by assuming that the hub was a spheric shell of 1,75 m radius. The Nacelle mass is taken
as well from the 5M Repower and its CM was located 1,9m downwind of the yaw axis and 1,75 above
the the yaw bearing. It was chosen a natural frequency of 3 Hz of the nacelle-yaw actuator, this one is
very close to the highest full-system frequency of the FAST model [6], the chosen critial damping ratio
was 2% which resulted in the linear-spring constant and linear-damping constant shown in table 5-6.
Elevation of Yaw bearing above ground 87,6 m
Vertical distance along Yaw axis from Yaw bearing to Shaft 1,96256 m
Distance along Shaft from Hub Centre to Yaw Axis 5,01910 m
Hub Mass 56.780 kg
Hub Inertia about Low-Speed Shaft 115.926 kg m2
Nacelle Mass 240.000 kg
Nacelle Inertia about Yaw Axis 2.607.890 kg m2
Nacelle CM Location downwind of Yaw Axis 1,9 m
Nacelle CM Location above Yaw bearing 1,75 m
Equivalent Nacelle-Yaw-Actuator Linear-Spring Constant 9.028.320.000 N m/rad
Equivalent Nacelle-Yaw-Actuator Linear-Damping Constant 19.160.000 N m/(rad/s)
Nominal Nacelle-Yaw Rate 0,3 ◦/s
Tab. 5-6: Nacelle and Hub properties [6]
5.5 Drivetrain properties
The main specifications in the drivetrain followed the ones of the 5M REpower machine, the gearbox
was assumed to have no frictional losses. An electrical efficiency of 94,4% is taken for the generator,
this is taken from the DOWEC machine where there is the mechanical to electrical energy efficiency
conversion at rated power. The generator inertia about the speed shaft is taken to be 534,116 kg m2,
which is the same generator inertia used in the DOWEC study.
The driveshaft frequency was taken to be the ame as in the RECOFF model with an structural damping
ratio of 5 % critical. This resulted in an equivalent drive-shaft torsional-spring constant of 867.637.000
N m/rad and a torsional-damping constant of 6.215.000 N m/(rad/s) [6].
The high speed shaft is taken from the DOWEC study and the specifications are defined in table 5-7
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Rated Rotor Speed 12,1 min−1
Rated Generator Speed 1173,7 min−1
Gearbox ratio 97
Electrical Generator Efficiency 94,4%
Generator Inertia about High-Speed Shaft 534,116 kg m2
Equivalent Drive-Shaft Torsional-Spring Constant 9.028.320.000 N m/rad
Equivalent Drive-Shaft Torsional-Damping Constant 19.160.000 N m/(rad/s)
Fully deployed High-Speed Shaft Brake Torque 28.116,2 N m
High-Speed Shaft Brake Time Constrant 0,6 s
Tab. 5-7: Drivetrain properties [6]
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6 Analysis of the Codes
The initial objective of this master thesis was to validate the new aeroelastic code vTB and study the
different modules that are built in it. This section will compare parts of the two codes, it will be
done as a features analysis which means that different methods and algorithms of the codes will be
compared and evaluated. The different parts that will be analysed in this point are: An overview in
the functionality of both codes and the available simulation options, how vTB generates the physical
properties of the reference wind turbine in comparison with the properties generated in FAST; the
natural frequencies and natural modes of the 5MW wind turbine; the aerodynamic BEM code of vTB.
6.1 Operating modes
This section will analyse and compare how the codes run and will compare its capabilities from a
general view.
vTB FAST
Environment block
Accepted Wind field type Steady, considered only in
blades
Full stochastic wind field
Aerodynamic block
Method BEM theory with tip-loss and
Glauert correction
BEM theory with tip-loss, hub-
loss and glauert corrections.
GDW theory
Dynamic stall No Yes, Beddoes-Leishmann
method
Tower shadow No Yes
Structural dynamics block
Flexible bodies Blades, Tower and Driveshaft Blades, Tower and Driveshaft
Rigid bodies Nacelle, Hub Nacelle, Hub, Foundation,
baseplate, tail
Analysis Method Newton’s equations Modal and Kane’s method
Degrees of Freedom 169 16
Beam Physical Properties Computed before simulating Given as input
Simulation time of a 10 s full
system flexibility (NREL 5MW
turbine)
≈7500 s ≈5 s
Tab. 6-1: Main characteristics of the codes
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In table 6-1 the main characteristics of the codes are listed. vTB is a code designed to be able to
perform the entire process to simulate a wind turbine, from building the turbine up to simulate and
generate data. FAST is an aeroelastic code that works with input files, i.e. the user takes the turbine
he needs to simulate and prepare the data to be able to make the simulations. Both codes are built on
a modular basis, but vTB in this precise moment is not able to read, for example, the structural data
of a blade from a preprocessor. This ability would be a salient feature and will bring flexibility to the
code.
The table shows that both codes are built in a very similar way and using similar methods, the biggest
difference of the codes, is the way they compute the structural dynamics. This is a critical point, the
number of degrees of freedom set the number of equations of motion, and the it is connected closely
with the computational time needed to perform a simulation. On the table, the number of degrees of
freedom for the 5MW wind turbine are written; as the table shows, the number of degrees of freedom
from FAST is smaller than vTB, this is due to the method used in FAST to get a solution. FAST has as
input the mode shapes of the elastic beam bodies, they are represented as a sixth grade polynomial.
this is because FAST in comparison to vTB doesn’t compute the equations of motion of each section
of the flexible bodies, as explained in section 3.3 FAST has three degrees of freedom on the tip of
the blades, two in flapwise direction (out of plane) and one in edgewise direction (in plane), the two
degrees of freedom in flapwise direction are associated with the two first modes of shape one per each
mode. What FAST does is, calculate the displacement on the tip of the flexible beam bodies and then,
using the shape of the modes, it calculates the displacements along the blade. This method makes the
code faster when computing if compared with vTB, which has to solve each equation of motion per
each blade section. The advantage of combining modal analysis with multi body systems is a reduction
on the number of degrees of freedom and a consequence on the code computational time.
6.2 Physical properties of beam type element
This section will evaluate how well does vTB the creation of 3D beams and its properties. This is
a critical point of the process and there are many ways to do it. As seen in section 4.2.3 the beam
properties of the flexible objects are generated directly before performing the simulations, as a part
built directly on the code. FAST uses a pre-processor built upon a classic laminate theory with a
shear-flow approach [2] as explained in chapter 3, that calculates the physical properties of the beams
including the different stiffness matrices and the moments of inertia about the principle axes. The files
generated by Precomp are then formatted to be read by FAST as an input file, an example file can be
found in B.
To perform this analysis the following steps will be followed:
1. The values asked on vTB to build the tower and blade will be provided from the 5MW wind
turbine definition paper [6].
2. The same amount of sections will be selected.
3. The following properties will be compared: the distributed mass and the material bending stiff-
ness (E· I).
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In figures 6-1 and 6-2 a plot comparing the vTB computed distributed mass and the NREL 5MW tur-
bine distributed mass are plotted, these two plots show a very good agreement. This agreement was
achieved after some modifications in the original method vTB was calculating the distributed mass
along the beam. vTB was computing the mass of each beam element using the mass section informa-
tion of the beam element before and after it, this was causing the number of beam elements to not
agree and a big difference on the resultant mass distribution of the bodies, after some modifications
on the code this was solved.
Fig. 6-1: Mass distribution on the tower
In figure 6-3 and 6-4 the stiffness of the tower and blade respectively are represented, the tower has
the same stiffness on both directions, fore-aft and side-to-side. The represented stiffness is the material
stiffness, i.e. the E Young Modulus per the moment area of inertia I. vTB finds the second moment of
area of each of the different sections for the beam calculus. The figure shows clearly a good agreement
between both calculations.
Is it possible to say then, that vTB does a good work while calculating the different structural properties
of the flexible bodies. As explained before in section 4.2.3 all the flexible bodies are built in the same
way and using the same methods, in the case of the blade is it needed to make clear that vTB can
not yet handle composite type elements as PreComp does, i.e. vTB assumes the airfoil sections as an
homogeneous element with a defined material density ρ and Young modulus E. This feature can be
implemented in very different ways, one of them could be interfacing vTB with a Matlab based code
that makes the same work such as NuMaD from Sandia Lab, a Laboratory in collaboration with NREL.
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Fig. 6-2: Mass distribution on the Blade
Fig. 6-3: Stiffness distribution on the tower
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Fig. 6-4: Flap Stiffness distribution on the Blade
6.3 Natural frequencies and modes
This section will compare the different modes and natural frequencies computed in FAST and vTB for
the elastic bodies of type beam: tower and blades. The purpose of doing this is to see if the modes
calculation performed in vTB agrees with the one that is used by FAST. The calculation in FAST envi-
ronment is performed by the software BModes, a FE (Finite Element) based software which enables
the user to compute the coupled modes for beam types blades and tower, it was designed to calculate
couples modes because FAST does not take into account this point on its calculation; a coupled mode
implies the presence of coupled axial, torsional modes into the natural mode of vibration.
6.3.1 Tower
Three cases were designed to see how far FAST and vTB calculate similar and frequencies of the tower.
The first case takes into account the tower without any mass on the top of it, i.e. the tower will be
represented as a cantilevered beam without any nacelle, hub and blades. The second case takes into
account the tower and places the mass of the rotor (blades + hub) and the nacelle on the top of it,
the centre of mass is placed in the Z axis of the centre of the tower and at a tower height of 87,6m.
The third case takes into account the mass of case 2 but the computation in BModes places the centre
of mass misaligned as the definition paper of the 5MW wind turbine explains (see section 5 or [6]).
The third case can only be implemented in BModes, vTB does not allow to place a centre of mass
misaligned and higher than the last section. This is because when it calculates the mass of the last
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section of the tower, the top mass, i.e. nacelle and rotor, is added in that moment as if a part of the
tower’s last section was.
In table 6-2 the four first mode frequencies for the tower both in vTB and FAST are represented. As
expected, the two first cases have a very good agreement but the third case shows more disagreement
due to what have been before mentioned.
vTB FAST
Case 1: No tip mass & No offset
Mode 1 (SS&FA) 0,90 0,89
Mode 2 (SS&FA) 0,90 4,36
Mode 3 (SS&FA) 4,42 11,4
Mode 4 (SS&FA) 4,42 21,8
Case 2: Tip Mass included & No Offset
Mode 1 (SS&FA) 0,341 0,336
Mode 2 (SS&FA) 3,15 3,07
Mode 3 (SS&FA) 9,46 9,17
Mode 4 (SS&FA) 19,4 18,8
Case 3: Tip Mass included & Offset
Mode 1 (SS) - 0,318
Mode 1 (FA) - 0,321
Mode 2 (SS) - 4,74
Mode 2 (FA) - 5,21
Mode 3 (SS) - 11,4
Mode 3 (FA) - 11,6
Mode 4 (SS) - 21,8
Mode 3 (FA) - 21,9
Tab. 6-2: Tower frequencies in Hertz
Similarly the shape modes of both codes shows a very good agreement in the first two cases, as figures
6-5, 6-6 shows.
(a) tower modes 1&2 (b) tower modes 3& 4
Fig. 6-5: Case 1
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(a) tower modes 1&2 (b) tower modes 3&4
Fig. 6-6: Case 2
Checking figures in 6-7 is visible that the third case shows more disagreement, especially with the
higher modes where the top mass plays a more significant roll as a node of the beam, and its misalign-
ment and misplaced inertia is more significant.
(a) tower modes 1&2 (b) tower modes 3&4
Fig. 6-7: Case 3
6.3.2 Blade
The blade is a more sensitive element, the coupled properties of the flapwise and edgewise directions
make it always have a displacement in both directions, the more dominant one will set if it’s a flapwise
or an edgewise mode. On the blade, no tip mass was considered. Table 6-3 shows the frequencies of
the first 4 modes for the blade.
As well as for the tower, the agreement shown in the frequencies is quite good. As well the higher the
frequency is, the bigger the difference. This is also reflected on the mode shapes, where the first mode
agrees almost perfectly, but the second shape mode starts to reflect a little more difference, figures 6-8
and 6-9. The difference are greater than in the tower, this fact can be due what have said about how
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vTB FAST
Blade
Mode 1 (Flap) 0,761 0,715
Mode 1 (Edge) 1,05 1,15
Mode 2 (Flap) 2,14 2,04
Mode 2 (Edge) 4,39 4,21
Mode 3 (Flap) 5,33 4,70
Mode 3 (Edge) 11,2 9,88
Mode 4 (Flap) 9,89 8,31
Mode 4 (Edge) 20,6 17,9
Tab. 6-3: Blade frequencies in Hertz
vTB computes the physical properties of the blade, the assumption of an homogeneous profile with
an equivalent density and young modulus does not allow to create so accurate physical properties as
how was done with the tower. In appendix B modes three and four can be found.
Fig. 6-8: Blade mode 1
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Fig. 6-9: Blade mode 2
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6.4 BEM method comparison
This section compares the aerodynamic calculation of vTB comparing it against, Aerodyn. To achieve
a valid criteria the parameters of the simulation in FAST have to be restricted to BEM method only,
because vTB can only perform the BEM theory. Here, only the aerodynamic part of both codes will be
compared, i.e. the whole code is not going to be used in this part, only the aerodynamic block. FAST
do not allow to run only Aerodyn, for that reason the following actions in FAST will be taken into
account:
1. Only aerodynamic quantities will be compared
2. Rigid wind turbine, no flexible bodies allowed
3. Control systems in FAST disabled (Pitch and Variable Speed controller)
4. General dynamic wake method and dynamic stall disabled in FAST
5. Steady wind of U∞ = 11,4 m/s
With all the aforementioned assumptions the values obtained simulating in FAST shall be the same as
if performing only the calculations in Aerodyn without the structural dynamics part interacting with
the turbine. The analysis has been done pitching the blades from 0 to 10◦ and starting the wind
turbine parked with 0 rotational speed, this allowed to have different tip speed ratios(λ):
λR =
Ω ·R
U∞
6.1
The performance map comparing the axial induction against λ and β can be found in appendix B here
only two representative sections, in this case the tip section and the middle section, will be shown. In
figures 6-10 and 6-11 the good agreement between the two aerodynamic codes can be seen.
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Fig. 6-10: Axial Induction in Section 17 and β = 5 ◦
Fig. 6-11: Axial Induction in Section 11 and β = 5◦
vTB is a code that stills in development,there are some numerical singularities that were tried to be
solved during the time of this thesis but couldn’t be done. The aerodynamic code computed in Mat-
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lab get some points that can not be solved, normally this points are on rare values, such as big tip
speed ratios and large pitch angles. More research and time are needed to try to solve this problem,
is important to remember that is a code that was born only one year ago and while the writing of this
thesis a lot of improvements have been done. The aerodynamic code shown here is a new code, that
is based on the type of calculation of Aerodyn. The iteration followed is almost the same as the one
explained in Aerodyn manual [12], but is out of our understanding if some key points for the good
computation of the inductions were omitted in the manual, and that is the reason these singularities
can be observed. The problems arise when the axial induction gets large values (a>0,4) as explained
in the basic theory section 2.1.1, BEM theory is invalid when the axial induction is bigger than 0,4
because the momentum theory says that this operating state occurs when some flow from the wake
starts to get upstream; in real life this cannot happen, and that is the reason why the Glauert correc-
tion was inserted, both codes here have this correction on its calculation but seems that this has to be
revised in the vTB, figure 6-12 shows how vTB is not able to compute the axial induction when the
values are high.
Fig. 6-12: Axial Induction in Section 17 and β = 2◦
Next figures (6-13,6-14,6-15) show the operating point of the NREL wind turbine. The operating point
of the wind turbine is with a tip speed ratio λ = 7 and a pitch angle β = 5◦.
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Fig. 6-13: Axial Induction for λ = 7 and β = 5
Fig. 6-14: Inflow Angle for λ = 7 and β = 5
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Fig. 6-15: Angle of attack for λ = 7 and β = 5
The agreement on the operating point is really good on the inflow angle and the angle of attack,
the biggest disagreement is with the axial induction. As explained before this mismatching is due to
numerical issues that will be corrected in the near future with the implementation of a new calculation
method and more benchmark tests.
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7 Simulations comparison
At the beginning of this thesis the objective in mind was to present a total validation of the new
aeroelastic tool vTB comparing time series simulations with different windfields and operation config-
urations. The project planification was set to be working the same amount of time with FAST and vTB
software, but the status of version 0.2 needed modifications that were not planned in the project and
as a result the number of simulations accomplished with vTB has been very small.
As a consequence and to be sure of the validity of the results here presented, a series of conditions
need to be set in order to build a comparable scenario. These are listed below:
1. A 11.4 m/s mean velocity wind field is chosen to compare both codes, this is the rated wind
speed for the NREL Wind Turbine. Unidirectional and perpendicular to the rotor plane.
2. The axial and tangential induction computation are deactivated. This is done to increase the
computational speed of vTB.
3. A time simulation of 10 seconds is chosen to have a faster computational time on vTB.
4. In FAST the tower shadow and the GDW method have been deactivated.
5. An initial rotor speed of 12.1 min−1 is set up in both codes.
6. To increase the computational speed in vTB, the tower sections were reduced from 11 to 4.
7. To increase the computational speed in vTB, the blades were set as rigid.
8. Activated DOFs in FAST: generator, rotor, tower flexibility, aerodynamics loads.
9. Flexible bodies in vTB: driveshaft and tower.
10. The tower top mass centre in FAST is placed aligned with the tower vertical (Z) axis.
11. Generator brake is set to zero, to let the wind turbine free accelerating and have no control
constraints.
The simulations will help to understand if the rotor torque, the rotor speed and the deflections on the
tip tower agree with the ones calculated in FAST.
Tower deflections
Figure 7-1, shows the tower top deflection in fore-aft direction. The displacement computed by FAST is
larger than the one predicted by vTB. This was unexpected, because the mass, the stiffness distribution,
the mode shapes and the natural frequencies agree. To see if it is the effect of the self weight force,
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taken into account only in FAST, the self-weight of the blades was removed by setting gravity to zero for
a simulation; the result is figure 7-2b and no difference on the tower displacement is appreciated. The
problem then, is happening in vTB, to see where the problem is, the different properties of the tower
were checked again but no differences are noticed. The same numbers in section 6.2 are obtained
when simulating the wind turbine.
Fig. 7-1: Top Tower Fore-Aft Displacement in 10s simulation
In vTB the tower mass matrix is built with the last section taking into account the top mass on it (na-
celle, hub and blades), the tower top mass is removed to see the effect it has on the tower behaviour.
The displacement does not increase and shows and estrange behaviour, see figure 7-2a, the tower
tip point is only influenced by the rotor thrust force and starts to bend in down wind direction, this
displacement is larger at every step.
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(a) No tip mass in vTB tower (b) No gravity in FAST
Fig. 7-2: Top Tower displacement tests in 10s simulation
If the mass, damping and stiffness matrices were not the problem, then it has to be on the time
depending loads. The loads on the tower are transmitted from the rotor through the nacelle by the
bearing force. In order to find if this is the cause of the displacement disagreement, the force on the
tower top is set to be 3,5 times bigger in a new simulation set-up. The result is shown in figure 7-3
Fig. 7-3: Tower Top Fore-Aft Displacement in 10s simulation
As the figure presents, the smaller deflection on the tower top seen in figure 7-2 is caused by the fact
that the loads have different magnitudes in FAST and vTB.
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Rotor torque
The rotor torque is an important parameter to check because it gives a clear vision of how are the
aerodynamic loads translated into the structural loads. In this case the value calculated by vTB is
greater than the rotor moment computed by FAST, as figure 7-4 presents. This seems to indicate, that
the way how vTB computes the resultant torques and forces of the aerodynamic loads on the rotor is
not accurate and needs to be revised for a future version of vTB.
It is also interesting to remark that the damping appreciated in FAST is not seen in vTB. This indicates
that vTB does not have a coupled system. A coupled system will show a FAST like behaviour because
of the driveshaft DOF. To show how FAST is coupled, figure 7-4 presents a simulation in FAST with
a rigid wind turbine and starting with parked rotor. The figure shows that when there is no flexible
bodies no vibrations are appreciated.
(a) Rotor Torque in 10s simulation (b) FAST Torque in rigid system simulation starting with
parked rotor
Fig. 7-4: Rotor Torque of different simulations
Rotor speed
When plotting the rotor speed (figure 7-5), a difference is appreciated between the two codes. The
rotor speed in FAST is greater at the end of the same simulation that in vTB. The reason of this
difference on the rotational speed is not clear and it was not possible to be studied carefully because
of the lack of time.
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Fig. 7-5: Rotor Speed in 10s simulation
Full system simulations
As explained above, the comparison of the tools through simulations have not been achieved as
planned on the early days of the project. The simulations performed with the full system were present-
ing very strange behaviour, it was observed that FAST started to present numerical instability when
the rotor flexibility was activated and no control was selected. As explained in early chapters vTB
version 0.2 has at the moment one control parameter, the generator brake. FAST control is imple-
mented through a variable speed and pitch control, and although having a generator brake, it has not
been possible to perform simulations only with the brake activated. For that reason no full system
comparison of the codes is presented in this text.
However, it is interesting to see how is a full system simulation in vTB, for that reason and to see if the
aforementioned no coupling between the driveshaft and the rotor of vTB is happening as well between
the blades and the tower. A 10s simulation of the full flexible system is shown in figures 7-6 and in
figure 7-7 a blade rigid system is represented. The coupling in the side to side direction is visible; as
explained by [13] in chapter seven, the in plane deflection of the blade couples with the side to side
motion of the tower. However for the fore aft direction no coupling is observed and the same results
are obtained, a deeper study in the interaction between the three functions that are used in vTB to
solve the equations of motions is needed to understand how they interact one with each other, the
results obtained in this text show that there is a coupling but not entirely done.
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(a) Blade in plane displacement (b) Blade out of plane displacement
(c) Tower fore aft displacement (d) Tower side to side displacement
Fig. 7-6: Full system vTB simulation
(a) Tower fore aft displacement (b) Tower side to side displacement
Fig. 7-7: Rigid blades vTB simulation
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8 Closing Stages
8.1 Summary
This text starts by giving an idea of the state of the art behind a general aeroelastic simulation code
for wind turbines, chapter 2 lists the general theories and methods used to calculate the aerodynamics
and the dynamics of a wind turbine. Chapters 3 and 4 gives a description of the aeroelastic codes
used in this text and explain the different parts of each code as well as the methods used for them
and the coordinate systems. Chapter 5 is a description of the wind turbine model used in this text and
makes a description of each part of the wind turbine defining the different properties and parameters
of the model. This first chapters try to give the reader the principle vision of what will be analysed
and compared in further chapters. Chapter 6 makes an analysis of different parts of the codes, it starts
with an overview of the two codes, later compares the physical properties calculated by both codes,
this is then followed by a comparison of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the beam type
elements such as the blade and the tower; closing this chapter the reader finds a comparison of the
aerodynamic blocks of each code. Chapter 7 presents a comparison of different simulations made in
both codes and compare the results and suggests an explanation for those results. The text ends up
with a summarising chapter with the conclusions extracted of this work and some ideas for the future
work.
8.2 Conclusions
The main purpose of this thesis was to validate the vTB code, in this text version 0.2 is used and this
validation has not possible to be done completely, is clear that a lot of progress has been done during
the duration of this work, but as said before a lot of not planned work related with the understanding
and problem resolution in vTB has been done and the total validation was not possible. Nevertheless,
some conclusions can be extracted and with the things learnt during this project the future work is
expected to get faster.
As explained before on the thesis the code is very young and is developed by Industrial Science to
help the understanding and implementation of new control design methods for wind turbines. The
important characteristics found out in the code will be explained and a conclusion of the status of the
code will be provided. To start, a list of the points where to focus the attention for the future work are
listed, these points are of critical importance for the near future development of the code.
• Flexible bodies coupling: In chapter 7 has been observed that the couplings between the dif-
ferent flexible bodies of the wind turbine is happening just partially, this is observed e.g. when
simulating the wind turbine with some flexible parts and comparing the results with the full
flexible system solution.
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• Loads correction: As seen in chapter 7 there is a problem in the way vTB calculates the resultant
force from the aerodynamics calculation, the results suggests that the problem takes places when
the sum of the different section aerodynamic loads is done.
• Aerodynamic Method: As shown in section 6.4 the aerodynamic block of vTB shows problem
for big tip speed ratios, this problems is caused not by a physics problem but for a numerical
issue of the calculation. At the time this text is being written, another calculation algorithm has
been written and it will improve these results.
• Computational time: One of the biggest problems faced is the time needed to compute a simu-
lation in vTB; as explained during the text, the amount of computational time needed increases
with the DOFs number of the model. It is true that the more degrees of freedom our model has,
the more accurate the result will be, but is not clear if this bettr accuracy is worth in exchange
of reducing the computational speed. The solution adopted by FAST shows good results. The
combination of modes and multibody systems, it is not the only possible solution available, but
if the fact that vTB does actually the calculation of mode shapes and frequencies, it could be
interesting to implement a module that can work with the mdoe shapes and see how the compu-
tational time is improved. It has been noticed as well that the methods used in vTB to generate
the coordinate system, despite being really simple calculations such as cross products, takes a
big amount of time compared with other much complexer processes. This is an interesting point
of study to find out exactly which are the processes that require more computational time and
try to change them for others.
• Turbulent wind field: This point is of big importance if the code aims to be used for testing
new control methods. A turbulent wind field that changes in each time step and interacts in
all the rotor height and width having different magnitudes depending on the rotor sections, is
important. Having a realistic wind field is necessary to simulate control techniques. Developing
such a tool is not an easy work, nor numerical either statistical, an idea could be the usage of
TurbSim software as a wind field generator and adapt vTB to read these files in newer versions
[3].
• Composite blades: This point has been mentioned before in this text and it is important when
setting the parameters for a wind turbine. The blades of a wind turbine are built of different
materials with different properties, even the materials and thickness change along the span
of the blade; this makes the blade to have different material properties in each section. The
development of a capable tool to do this requires a lot of work and research, as before, a solution
for the design blade design can be the usage of a free software such as PreComp or NuMaD, the
first has been explained in this text in chapter 3 and offers a really good performance. The
properties could be then imported directly to vTB code and used to perform the simulations.
Other observed points already discussed are not that relevant and can be implemented, e.g. the self
weight of the blades or the correct location of the tower top mass centre.
Concluding can be said that vTB is a code that is in a phase of growing up, the basics are achieved
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but from this point great things can be implemented and improved on the code. The potential modu-
larity of the code is not totally exploited, because of it’s construction complexity with many functions,
classes and methods; if the code is cleaned up and built with a user’s interface allowing just to modify
the necessary parameters in one single place plus adding and fixing the points previous mentioned,
vTB could be a very powerful and useful aeroelastic code.
8.3 Future work
The near future work has to be focused on improve the different points explained above in the con-
clusions section. Above all of them, the flexible bodies coupling study and the creation of a numerical
stable aerodynamic block are very important along with the study of the computational time attached
with the creation of the coordinate systems and the loads sum method study. For the next person
working on this project it would be of big help the release of the user’s guide for vTB, this will help to
get used with the tool easier and faster.
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B.1 NREL 5MW Wind Turbine Tables
BlFract AeroCent StrcTwst BMassDen FlpStff EdgStff GJStff EAStff Alpha FlpIner EdgIner PrecrvRef PreswpRef FlpcgOf EdgcgOf FlpEAOf EdgEAO
(−) (−) (deg) (kg/m) (Nm2) (Nm2) (Nm2) (N) (−) (kgm) (kgm) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
0,00000 0,25000 13,308 678,935 18110,00E6 18113,60E6 5564,40E6 9729,48E6 0,0 972,86 973,04 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,00017 0,0 0,0
0,00325 0,25000 13,308 678,935 18110,00E6 18113,60E6 5564,40E6 9729,48E6 0,0 972,86 973,04 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,00017 0,0 0,0
0,01951 0,24951 13,308 773,363 19424,90E6 19558,60E6 5431,59E6 10789,50E6 0,0 1091,52 1066,38 0,0 0,0 0,0 -0,02309 0,0 0,0
0,03577 0,24510 13,308 740,550 17455,90E6 19497,80E6 4993,98E6 10067,23E6 0,0 966,09 1047,36 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,00344 0,0 0,0
0,05203 0,23284 13,308 740,042 15287,40E6 19788,80E6 4666,59E6 9867,78E6 0,0 873,81 1099,75 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,04345 0,0 0,0
0,06829 0,22059 13,308 592,496 10782,40E6 14858,50E6 3474,71E6 7607,86E6 0,0 648,55 873,02 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,05893 0,0 0,0
0,08455 0,20833 13,308 450,275 7229,72E6 10220,60E6 2323,54E6 5491,26E6 0,0 456,76 641,49 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,06494 0,0 0,0
0,10081 0,19608 13,308 424,054 6309,54E6 9144,70E6 1907,87E6 4971,30E6 0,0 400,53 593,73 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,07718 0,0 0,0
0,11707 0,18382 13,308 400,638 5528,36E6 8063,16E6 1570,36E6 4493,95E6 0,0 351,61 547,18 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,08394 0,0 0,0
0,13335 0,17156 13,308 382,062 4980,06E6 6884,44E6 1158,26E6 4034,80E6 0,0 316,12 490,84 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,10174 0,0 0,0
0,14959 0,15931 13,308 399,655 4936,84E6 7009,18E6 1002,12E6 4037,29E6 0,0 303,60 503,86 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,10758 0,0 0,0
0,16585 0,14706 13,308 426,321 4691,66E6 7167,68E6 855,90E6 4169,72E6 0,0 289,24 544,70 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,15829 0,0 0,0
0,18211 0,13481 13,181 416,820 3949,46E6 7271,66E6 672,27E6 4082,35E6 0,0 246,57 569,90 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,22235 0,0 0,0
0,19837 0,12500 12,848 406,186 3386,52E6 7081,70E6 547,49E6 4085,97E6 0,0 215,91 601,28 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,30756 0,0 0,0
0,21465 0,12500 12,192 381,420 2933,74E6 6244,53E6 448,84E6 3668,34E6 0,0 187,11 546,56 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,30386 0,0 0,0
0,23089 0,12500 11,561 352,822 2568,96E6 5048,96E6 335,92E6 3147,76E6 0,0 160,84 468,71 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,26519 0,0 0,0
0,24715 0,12500 11,072 349,477 2388,65E6 4948,49E6 311,35E6 3011,58E6 0,0 148,56 453,76 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,25941 0,0 0,0
0,26341 0,12500 10,792 346,538 2271,99E6 4808,02E6 291,94E6 2882,62E6 0,0 140,30 436,22 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,25007 0,0 0,0
0,29595 0,12500 10,232 339,333 2050,05E6 4501,40E6 261,00E6 2613,97E6 0,0 124,61 398,18 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,23155 0,0 0,0
0,32846 0,12500 9,672 330,004 1828,25E6 4244,07E6 228,82E6 2357,48E6 0,0 109,42 362,08 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,20382 0,0 0,0
0,36098 0,12500 9,110 321,990 1588,71E6 3995,28E6 200,75E6 2146,86E6 0,0 94,36 335,01 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,19934 0,0 0,0
0,39350 0,12500 8,534 313,820 1361,93E6 3750,76E6 174,38E6 1944,09E6 0,0 80,24 308,57 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,19323 0,0 0,0
0,42602 0,12500 7,932 294,734 1102,38E6 3447,14E6 144,47E6 1632,70E6 0,0 62,67 263,87 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,14994 0,0 0,0
0,45855 0,12500 7,321 287,120 875,80E6 3139,07E6 119,98E6 1432,40E6 0,0 49,42 237,06 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,15421 0,0 0,0
0,49106 0,12500 6,711 263,343 681,30E6 2734,24E6 81,19E6 1168,76E6 0,0 37,34 196,41 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,13252 0,0 0,0
0,52358 0,12500 6,122 253,207 534,72E6 2554,87E6 69,09E6 1047,43E6 0,0 29,14 180,34 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,13313 0,0 0,0
0,55610 0,12500 5,546 241,666 408,90E6 2334,03E6 57,45E6 922,95E6 0,0 22,16 162,43 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,14035 0,0 0,0
0,58862 0,12500 4,971 220,638 314,54E6 1828,73E6 45,92E6 760,82E6 0,0 17,33 134,83 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,13950 0,0 0,0
0,62115 0,12500 4,401 200,293 238,63E6 1584,10E6 35,98E6 648,03E6 0,0 13,30 116,30 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,15134 0,0 0,0
0,65366 0,12500 3,834 179,404 175,88E6 1323,36E6 27,44E6 539,70E6 0,0 9,96 97,98 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,17418 0,0 0,0
0,68618 0,12500 3,332 165,094 126,01E6 1183,68E6 20,90E6 531,15E6 0,0 7,30 98,93 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,24922 0,0 0,0
0,71870 0,12500 2,890 154,411 107,26E6 1020,16E6 18,54E6 460,01E6 0,0 6,22 85,78 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,26022 0,0 0,0
0,75122 0,12500 2,503 138,935 90,88E6 797,81E6 16,28E6 375,75E6 0,0 5,19 69,96 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,22554 0,0 0,0
0,78376 0,12500 2,116 129,555 76,31E6 709,61E6 14,53E6 328,89E6 0,0 4,36 61,41 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,22795 0,0 0,0
0,81626 0,12500 1,730 107,264 61,05E6 518,19E6 9,07E6 244,04E6 0,0 3,36 45,44 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,20600 0,0 0,0
0,84878 0,12500 1,342 98,776 49,48E6 454,87E6 8,06E6 211,60E6 0,0 2,75 39,57 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,21662 0,0 0,0
0,88130 0,12500 0,954 90,248 39,36E6 395,12E6 7,08E6 181,52E6 0,0 2,21 34,09 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,22784 0,0 0,0
0,89756 0,12500 0,760 83,001 34,67E6 353,72E6 6,09E6 160,25E6 0,0 1,93 30,12 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,23124 0,0 0,0
0,91382 0,12500 0,574 72,906 30,41E6 304,73E6 5,75E6 109,23E6 0,0 1,69 20,15 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,14826 0,0 0,0
0,93008 0,12500 0,404 68,772 26,52E6 281,42E6 5,33E6 100,08E6 0,0 1,49 18,53 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,15346 0,0 0,0
0,93821 0,12500 0,319 66,264 23,84E6 261,71E6 4,94E6 92,24E6 0,0 1,34 17,11 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,15382 0,0 0,0
0,94636 0,12500 0,253 59,340 19,63E6 158,81E6 4,24E6 63,23E6 0,0 1,10 11,55 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,09470 0,0 0,0
0,95447 0,12500 0,216 55,914 16,00E6 137,88E6 3,66E6 53,32E6 0,0 0,89 9,77 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,09018 0,0 0,0
0,96260 0,12500 0,178 52,484 12,83E6 118,79E6 3,13E6 44,53E6 0,0 0,71 8,19 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,08561 0,0 0,0
0,97073 0,12500 0,140 49,114 10,08E6 101,63E6 2,64E6 36,90E6 0,0 0,56 6,82 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,08035 0,0 0,0
0,97886 0,12500 0,101 45,818 7,55E6 85,07E6 2,17E6 29,92E6 0,0 0,42 5,57 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,07096 0,0 0,0
0,98699 0,12500 0,062 41,669 4,60E6 64,26E6 1,58E6 21,31E6 0,0 0,25 4,01 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,05424 0,0 0,0
0,99512 0,12500 0,023 11,453 0,25E6 6,61E6 0,25E6 4,85E6 0,0 0,04 0,94 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,05387 0,0 0,0
1,00000 0,12500 0,000 10,319 0,17E6 5,01E6 0,19E6 3,53E6 0,0 0,02 0,68 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,05181 0,0 0,0
Tab. B.1: Distributed blade properties [6]
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B.2 Plots
B.2.1 Blade modes 3 and 4
Fig. B.1: Blade mode 3
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Fig. B.2: Blade mode 4
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B.2.2 vTB plots
Fig. B.3: Cp performance map of aerodynamic block in vTB
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Fig. B.4: Cp agains λ for different β
Fig. B.5: Axial induction map from section 17
B.2.3 FAST simulation
This plots show an example of a FAST simulation with the variable speed - pitch control script provided
by NREL.
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(a) Blade in plane deflection (b) Blade out of plane deflection
Fig. B.6: Blade deflections
(a) Tower side to side deflection (b) Tower fore aft deflection
Fig. B.7: Tower deflections
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Fig. B.8: Rotor torque
B.3 Matlab codes
Here a few of the matlab codes created for data working are shown. The rest of the scripts can be
found in the cd-rom.
Script_MountFastTurbine();
EIxx = [];
EIyy = [];
Mass = [];
for i=1:length(wing.beam.beamEl)
EIxx = [EIxx (wing.beam.beamEl(1,i).Ixx*wing.beam.beamEl(1,i).E)];
EIyy = [EIyy (wing.beam.beamEl(1,i).Iyy*wing.beam.beamEl(1,i).E)];
Mass = [Mass (wing.beam.beamEl(1,i).mass)];
end
wingprops.EIxx = EIxx;
wingprops.EIyy = EIyy;
wingprops.Mass = Mass;
save('\\DATASTATION\segarra\vTB\Beam properties\wing\wingprops.mat','-struct','wingprops');
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% Obtention of modes and frequencies from vTB BEAM type data and plotting
% against BModes files
%v1.00 - 09.09.2014
%v1.01 - 15.09.2014
%v1.10 - 16.09.2014
%Oriol Segarra
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clearcl;
Script_MountFastTurbine();
%choose tip mass
tipmass = 1; % 1= notipmass / 2 = tip mass / 3 = tip mass+offset
read_modes_BModes_blade;
if tipmass == 1
read_modes_BModes_1;
elseif tipmass == 2
read_modes_BModes_2;
elseif tipmass == 3
read_modes_BModes_3;
else
end
%% Tower modes
flaptowermodes=[];
edgetowermodes=[];
for i=[1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21]
flaptowermodes = [flaptowermodes tower.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(1:2:end)];
edgetowermodes = [edgetowermodes tower.beam.modes(1,i+1).phiv(2:2:end)];
end
towermodes.name={'side to side','fore aft'}
vtbb.towermodes.edgetowermodes = edgetowermodes;
vtbb.towermodes.flaptowermodes = flaptowermodes;
%% Plotting tower modes
x=linspace(0,1,12);
figure();
%mode 1
hvtb1 = plot(x,[0; edgetowermodes(:,1)./max(abs(edgetowermodes(:,1)))],'r<-');
hold on; grid on
hfast1 = plot(x,mode1SS./max(abs(mode1SS)),'bo-');
htitle = title('Mode 1 Tower');
hlegend = legend('vTB','BModes');
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
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'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
%print '-dpng' '-r600' mode1tower.png
%Mode 2
hvtb2 = plot(x,[0; flaptowermodes(:,2)./max(abs(flaptowermodes(:,2)))],'m<:');
hold on; grid on;
hfast2 = plot(x,mode2SS./max(abs(mode2SS)),'ko:');
htitle = title('Mode 1 & 2 Tower');
hlegend = legend('vTB mode 1','BModes mode 1','vTB mode 2','BModes mode 2','pos',3);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
print '-dpng' '-r600' mode12tower_3.png
%Mode 3
figure();
hvtb3 = plot(x,[0; edgetowermodes(:,3)./max(abs(edgetowermodes(:,3)))],'r<-');
hold on; grid on;
hfast3 = plot(x,-mode3SS./max(abs(mode3SS)),'bo-');
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htitle = title('Mode 3 Tower');
%hlegend = legend('vTB','BModes','pos',4);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
%print '-dpng' '-r600' mode3tower.png
%figure();
% Mode 4
hvtb4 = plot(x,[0; edgetowermodes(:,4)./max(abs(edgetowermodes(:,4)))],'m<:');
hold on; grid on;
hfast4 = plot(x,-mode4FA./max(abs(mode4FA)),'ko:');
htitle = title('Mode 3 & 4 Tower');
hlegend = legend('vTB mode 3','BModes mode 3','vTB mode 4','BModes mode 4','pos',2);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
print '-dpng' '-r600' mode34tower_3.png
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%% Blade modes
x = linspace(0,1,17);
Modes=[];
% for i=[1 4 7 10]
% FlapBladeModes = [FlapBladeModes wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(1:3:end)];
% EdgeBladeModes = [EdgeBladeModes wing.beam.modes(1,i+1).phiv(2:3:end)];
% TorsionBladeModes = [TorsionBladeModes wing.beam.modes(1,i+2).phiv(3:3:end)];
% end
for i=[1:48]
%FlapBladeModes = [FlapBladeModes wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(2:3:end)];
%EdgeBladeModes = [EdgeBladeModes wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(1:3:end)];
%TorsionBladeModes = [TorsionBladeModes wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(3:3:end)];
Modes(i).phi = [wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(1:3:end) wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(2:3:end) wing.beam.modes(1,i).phiv(3:3:end)]';
Modes(i).phi(end+1,1) = wing.beam.modes(1,i).om/2/pi;
Modes(i).f = wing.beam.modes(1,i).om/2/pi;
end
figure()
% Mode 1
hold on;
hbladevtb1e=plot(x,[0 Modes(2).phi(1,:)/max(abs(Modes(2).phi(1,:)))],'r<-.');
hbladevtb1f=plot(x,[0 Modes(1).phi(2,:)/max(abs(Modes(1).phi(2,:)))],'r<-');
hbladefast1f = plot(x',-mode1Flap./max(abs(mode1Flap)),'bo-');
hbladefast1e = plot(x',-mode1Edge./max(abs(mode1Edge)),'bo-.');
htitle = title('Mode 1 Blade');
hlegend = legend('vTB Edge','vTB Flap','BModes Flap','BModes Edge','pos',3);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
grid on;
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
print '-dpng' '-r600' mode1blade.png
figure()
% Mode 2
hold on;
hbladevtb2e=plot(x,[0 Modes(4).phi(1,:)/max(abs(Modes(4).phi(1,:)))],'r<-.');
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hbladevtb2f=plot(x,[0 Modes(3).phi(2,:)/max(abs(Modes(3).phi(2,:)))],'r<-');
hbladefast2f = plot(x',-mode2Flap./max(abs(mode2Flap)),'bo-');
hbladefast2e = plot(x',mode2Edge./max(abs(mode2Edge)),'bo-.');
htitle = title('Mode 2 Blade');
hlegend = legend('vTB Edge','vTB Flap','BModes Flap','vTB Edge','pos',2);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
grid on;
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
print '-dpng' '-r600' mode2blade.png
% Mode 3
figure();
hold on;
hbladevtb3e=plot(x,[0 Modes(7).phi(1,:)/max(abs(Modes(7).phi(1,:)))],'r<-.');
hbladevtb3f=plot(x,[0 Modes(5).phi(2,:)/max(abs(Modes(5).phi(2,:)))],'r<-');
hbladefast3f = plot(x',-mode3Flap./max(abs(mode3Flap)),'bo-');
hbladefast3e = plot(x',-mode3Edge./max(abs(mode3Edge)),'bo-.');
htitle = title('Mode 3 Blade');
hlegend = legend('vTB Edge','vTB Flap','BModes Flap','vTB Edge','pos',2);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
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set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
grid on;
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
print '-dpng' '-r600' mode3blade.png
% Mode 4
figure();
hold on;
hbladevtb2e=plot(x,[0 -Modes(9).phi(1,:)/max(abs(Modes(9).phi(1,:)))],'r<-.');
hbladevtb2f=plot(x,[0 Modes(6).phi(2,:)/max(abs(Modes(6).phi(2,:)))],'r<-');
hbladefast2f = plot(x',mode4Flap./max(abs(mode4Flap)),'bo-');
hbladefast2e = plot(x',-mode4Edge./max(abs(mode4Edge)),'bo-.');
htitle = title('Mode 4 Blade');
hlegend = legend('vTB Edge','vTB Flap','BModes Flap','vTB Edge','pos',2);
xlabel(...
'Relative span',...
'fontsize',14);
ylabel(...
'Normalized mode shape',...
'fontsize',14);
set(htitle ,...
'Fontsize' ,14 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
set(gca, ...
'LineWidth' ,0.5 ,...
'Xcolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'Ycolor' ,[0.2 0.2 0.2],...
'FontSize' ,14 );
set(hlegend ,...
'FontSize' ,10 ,...
'FontName' ,'Helvetica');
grid on;
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode', 'auto');
print '-dpng' '-r600' mode4blade.png
%% Tower frequencies
vtbb.towerfreq.towerflapfreq=[tower.beam.modes(1,1:2:end).om]/2/pi;
vtbb.towerfreq.toweredgefreq=[tower.beam.modes(1,2:2:end).om]/2/pi;
%% Save the variables
bmodes.mode1FA=mode1FA;
bmodes.mode1SS=mode1SS;
bmodes.mode2FA=mode2FA;
bmodes.mode2SS=mode2SS;
bmodes.mode3FA=mode3FA;
bmodes.mode3SS=mode3SS;
bmodes.mode4FA=mode4FA;
bmodes.mode1Flap=mode1Flap;
bmodes.mode1Edge=mode1Edge;
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bmodes.mode2Flap=mode2Flap;
bmodes.mode2Edge=mode2Edge;
bmodes.mode2Flap=mode2Flap;
bmodes.mode3Edge=mode3Edge;
bmodes.mode4Flap=mode4Flap;
bmodes.mode4Edge=mode4Edge;
save('\\DATASTATION\segarra\vTB\Beam properties\modes&freq\tower_vtb_modes.mat','-struct','vtbb');
save('\\DATASTATION\segarra\vTB\Beam properties\modes&freq\tower_bmodes.mat','-struct','bmodes');
save('\\DATASTATION\segarra\vTB\Beam properties\modes&freq\blade_vtb_modes.mat','Modes');
B.4 FAST input files
Here some examples of input files for FAST are shown. The rest of the files plus the software can be
found inside the cd-rom
B.4.1 Blade input file
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------- FAST INDIVIDUAL BLADE FILE ------------------------------
NREL 5.0 MW offshore baseline blade input properties.
---------------------- BLADE PARAMETERS ----------------------------------------
49 NBlInpSt - Number of blade input stations (-)
False CalcBMode - Calculate blade mode shapes internally {T: ignore mode shapes from below, F: use mode shapes from below} [CURRENTLY IGNORED] (flag)
0.477465 BldFlDmp(1) - Blade flap mode #1 structural damping in percent of critical (%)
0.477465 BldFlDmp(2) - Blade flap mode #2 structural damping in percent of critical (%)
0.477465 BldEdDmp(1) - Blade edge mode #1 structural damping in percent of critical (%)
---------------------- BLADE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS --------------------------------
1.0 FlStTunr(1) - Blade flapwise modal stiffness tuner, 1st mode (-)
1.0 FlStTunr(2) - Blade flapwise modal stiffness tuner, 2nd mode (-)
1.04536 AdjBlMs - Factor to adjust blade mass density (-)
1.0 AdjFlSt - Factor to adjust blade flap stiffness (-)
1.0 AdjEdSt - Factor to adjust blade edge stiffness (-)
---------------------- DISTRIBUTED BLADE PROPERTIES ----------------------------
BlFract AeroCent StrcTwst BMassDen FlpStff EdgStff GJStff EAStff Alpha
FlpIner EdgIner PrecrvRef PreswpRef FlpcgOf EdgcgOf FlpEAOf EdgEAOf
(-) (-) (deg) (kg/m) (Nm^2) (Nm^2) (Nm^2) (N) (-)
(kg m) (kg m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
0.00000 0.25000 13.308 678.935 18110.00E6 18113.60E6 5564.40E6 9729.48E6 0.0
972.86 973.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00017 0.0 0.0
0.00325 0.25000 13.308 678.935 18110.00E6 18113.60E6 5564.40E6 9729.48E6 0.0
972.86 973.04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00017 0.0 0.0
0.01951 0.24951 13.308 773.363 19424.90E6 19558.60E6 5431.59E6 10789.50E6 0.0
1091.52 1066.38 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.02309 0.0 0.0
0.03577 0.24510 13.308 740.550 17455.90E6 19497.80E6 4993.98E6 10067.23E6 0.0
966.09 1047.36 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00344 0.0 0.0
0.05203 0.23284 13.308 740.042 15287.40E6 19788.80E6 4666.59E6 9867.78E6 0.0
873.81 1099.75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.04345 0.0 0.0
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0.06829 0.22059 13.308 592.496 10782.40E6 14858.50E6 3474.71E6 7607.86E6 0.0
648.55 873.02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05893 0.0 0.0
0.08455 0.20833 13.308 450.275 7229.72E6 10220.60E6 2323.54E6 5491.26E6 0.0
456.76 641.49 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06494 0.0 0.0
0.10081 0.19608 13.308 424.054 6309.54E6 9144.70E6 1907.87E6 4971.30E6 0.0
400.53 593.73 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07718 0.0 0.0
0.11707 0.18382 13.308 400.638 5528.36E6 8063.16E6 1570.36E6 4493.95E6 0.0
351.61 547.18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08394 0.0 0.0
0.13335 0.17156 13.308 382.062 4980.06E6 6884.44E6 1158.26E6 4034.80E6 0.0
316.12 490.84 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10174 0.0 0.0
0.14959 0.15931 13.308 399.655 4936.84E6 7009.18E6 1002.12E6 4037.29E6 0.0
303.60 503.86 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10758 0.0 0.0
0.16585 0.14706 13.308 426.321 4691.66E6 7167.68E6 855.90E6 4169.72E6 0.0
289.24 544.70 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15829 0.0 0.0
0.18211 0.13481 13.181 416.820 3949.46E6 7271.66E6 672.27E6 4082.35E6 0.0
246.57 569.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22235 0.0 0.0
0.19837 0.12500 12.848 406.186 3386.52E6 7081.70E6 547.49E6 4085.97E6 0.0
215.91 601.28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.30756 0.0 0.0
0.21465 0.12500 12.192 381.420 2933.74E6 6244.53E6 448.84E6 3668.34E6 0.0
187.11 546.56 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.30386 0.0 0.0
0.23089 0.12500 11.561 352.822 2568.96E6 5048.96E6 335.92E6 3147.76E6 0.0
160.84 468.71 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.26519 0.0 0.0
0.24715 0.12500 11.072 349.477 2388.65E6 4948.49E6 311.35E6 3011.58E6 0.0
148.56 453.76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25941 0.0 0.0
0.26341 0.12500 10.792 346.538 2271.99E6 4808.02E6 291.94E6 2882.62E6 0.0
140.30 436.22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.25007 0.0 0.0
0.29595 0.12500 10.232 339.333 2050.05E6 4501.40E6 261.00E6 2613.97E6 0.0
124.61 398.18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23155 0.0 0.0
0.32846 0.12500 9.672 330.004 1828.25E6 4244.07E6 228.82E6 2357.48E6 0.0
109.42 362.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.20382 0.0 0.0
0.36098 0.12500 9.110 321.990 1588.71E6 3995.28E6 200.75E6 2146.86E6 0.0
94.36 335.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19934 0.0 0.0
0.39350 0.12500 8.534 313.820 1361.93E6 3750.76E6 174.38E6 1944.09E6 0.0
80.24 308.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19323 0.0 0.0
0.42602 0.12500 7.932 294.734 1102.38E6 3447.14E6 144.47E6 1632.70E6 0.0
62.67 263.87 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14994 0.0 0.0
0.45855 0.12500 7.321 287.120 875.80E6 3139.07E6 119.98E6 1432.40E6 0.0
49.42 237.06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15421 0.0 0.0
0.49106 0.12500 6.711 263.343 681.30E6 2734.24E6 81.19E6 1168.76E6 0.0
37.34 196.41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13252 0.0 0.0
0.52358 0.12500 6.122 253.207 534.72E6 2554.87E6 69.09E6 1047.43E6 0.0
29.14 180.34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13313 0.0 0.0
0.55610 0.12500 5.546 241.666 408.90E6 2334.03E6 57.45E6 922.95E6 0.0
22.16 162.43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14035 0.0 0.0
0.58862 0.12500 4.971 220.638 314.54E6 1828.73E6 45.92E6 760.82E6 0.0
17.33 134.83 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13950 0.0 0.0
0.62115 0.12500 4.401 200.293 238.63E6 1584.10E6 35.98E6 648.03E6 0.0
13.30 116.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15134 0.0 0.0
0.65366 0.12500 3.834 179.404 175.88E6 1323.36E6 27.44E6 539.70E6 0.0
9.96 97.98 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.17418 0.0 0.0
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0.68618 0.12500 3.332 165.094 126.01E6 1183.68E6 20.90E6 531.15E6 0.0
7.30 98.93 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.24922 0.0 0.0
0.71870 0.12500 2.890 154.411 107.26E6 1020.16E6 18.54E6 460.01E6 0.0
6.22 85.78 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.26022 0.0 0.0
0.75122 0.12500 2.503 138.935 90.88E6 797.81E6 16.28E6 375.75E6 0.0
5.19 69.96 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22554 0.0 0.0
0.78376 0.12500 2.116 129.555 76.31E6 709.61E6 14.53E6 328.89E6 0.0
4.36 61.41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22795 0.0 0.0
0.81626 0.12500 1.730 107.264 61.05E6 518.19E6 9.07E6 244.04E6 0.0
3.36 45.44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.20600 0.0 0.0
0.84878 0.12500 1.342 98.776 49.48E6 454.87E6 8.06E6 211.60E6 0.0
2.75 39.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.21662 0.0 0.0
0.88130 0.12500 0.954 90.248 39.36E6 395.12E6 7.08E6 181.52E6 0.0
2.21 34.09 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22784 0.0 0.0
0.89756 0.12500 0.760 83.001 34.67E6 353.72E6 6.09E6 160.25E6 0.0
1.93 30.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23124 0.0 0.0
0.91382 0.12500 0.574 72.906 30.41E6 304.73E6 5.75E6 109.23E6 0.0
1.69 20.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14826 0.0 0.0
0.93008 0.12500 0.404 68.772 26.52E6 281.42E6 5.33E6 100.08E6 0.0
1.49 18.53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15346 0.0 0.0
0.93821 0.12500 0.319 66.264 23.84E6 261.71E6 4.94E6 92.24E6 0.0
1.34 17.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15382 0.0 0.0
0.94636 0.12500 0.253 59.340 19.63E6 158.81E6 4.24E6 63.23E6 0.0
1.10 11.55 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.09470 0.0 0.0
0.95447 0.12500 0.216 55.914 16.00E6 137.88E6 3.66E6 53.32E6 0.0
0.89 9.77 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.09018 0.0 0.0
0.96260 0.12500 0.178 52.484 12.83E6 118.79E6 3.13E6 44.53E6 0.0
0.71 8.19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08561 0.0 0.0
0.97073 0.12500 0.140 49.114 10.08E6 101.63E6 2.64E6 36.90E6 0.0
0.56 6.82 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.08035 0.0 0.0
0.97886 0.12500 0.101 45.818 7.55E6 85.07E6 2.17E6 29.92E6 0.0
0.42 5.57 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07096 0.0 0.0
0.98699 0.12500 0.062 41.669 4.60E6 64.26E6 1.58E6 21.31E6 0.0
0.25 4.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05424 0.0 0.0
0.99512 0.12500 0.023 11.453 0.25E6 6.61E6 0.25E6 4.85E6 0.0
0.04 0.94 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05387 0.0 0.0
1.00000 0.12500 0.000 10.319 0.17E6 5.01E6 0.19E6 3.53E6 0.0
0.02 0.68 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05181 0.0 0.0
---------------------- BLADE MODE SHAPES ---------------------------------------
0.0622 BldFl1Sh(2) - Flap mode 1, coeff of x^2
1.7254 BldFl1Sh(3) - , coeff of x^3
-3.2452 BldFl1Sh(4) - , coeff of x^4
4.7131 BldFl1Sh(5) - , coeff of x^5
-2.2555 BldFl1Sh(6) - , coeff of x^6
-0.5809 BldFl2Sh(2) - Flap mode 2, coeff of x^2
1.2067 BldFl2Sh(3) - , coeff of x^3
-15.5349 BldFl2Sh(4) - , coeff of x^4
29.7347 BldFl2Sh(5) - , coeff of x^5
-13.8255 BldFl2Sh(6) - , coeff of x^6
0.3627 BldEdgSh(2) - Edge mode 1, coeff of x^2
2.5337 BldEdgSh(3) - , coeff of x^3
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-3.5772 BldEdgSh(4) - , coeff of x^4
2.3760 BldEdgSh(5) - , coeff of x^5
-0.6952 BldEdgSh(6) - , coeff of x^6
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